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Hydrological models are important tools for making predictions of river flows to be used in water 
resources management strategies, and for hypotheses testing in hydrological research. Hydrological 
modelling studies have been constrained by data availability and computational efficiency in the past; 
however, the development of national and global open-source data products and significant gains in 
computational power has allowed hydrological models to be implemented on many spatial scales. 
DECIPHeR (Dynamic fluxEs and ConnectIvity for Predictions of Hydrology) is a new flexible 
hydrological modelling framework that simulates streamflow from spatial scales of small headwaters 
catchments to entire continents. DECIPHeR can be adapted by the user to specific hydrological 
systems and data availability, and can be modified to represent different hydrological processes. 
Here, DECIPHeR is applied to the Upper Niger River in West Africa – a large and data scarce basin. 
This basin is characterised by highly variable climatic and physiographic features from its upstream 
headwaters to the downstream outlet. The initial DECIPHeR model structure was applied across the 
Upper Niger basin, forced with one global precipitation data product (MSWEP), and three global PET 
data products (GLEAM, ECMWF EartH2Observe, and temperature-based estimates). Model 
performance was evaluated with three performance metrics (NSE, PBIAS, and low-flow volume 
bias). Initial simulations were able to reproduce the shape and timing of the flow peaks, but were 
overpredicting flow volumes by a factor of four in all seven sub-basins. The model structure was 
modified to include a module to represent evaporation from the saturated zone and applied across 
the basin. This improved model performance significantly in all sub-basins. However, ‘behavioural’ 
(i.e. NSE>0.5, PBIAS<10, low-flow volume bias<10) model simulations could only be identified in 
three downstream sub-basins. This is due to large water balance issues in the headwater 
catchments, likely caused by large errors in the global input data products and a lack of information 
about the processes occurring in these sub-basins. However, this study has shown that DECIPHeR 
is particularly valuable for modelling studies in domains where there are little or no ground 
observations to inform our understanding of catchment functioning, and allows for multiple 
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The earth’s water resources require management in order to meet the demands of present and future 
generations, and to reduce the consequences of hydrological extremes. Accurate simulations and 
predictions of flows in rivers are increasingly required at many temporal and spatial scales for many 
different management strategies, such as adaptation to climate change and mitigation of extreme 
events, such as floods and droughts (Singh and Woolhiser, 2002; Son and Sivapalan, 2007; Mockler 
et al., 2016). Hydrological models are a valuable tool for both water resources management and 
research, as they are used to help inform decisions, advance our knowledge of the hydrological 
system (Zhang et al., 2008), and to assess the impacts and uncertainty of changes (e.g. climate and 
land-use change) (Wheater et al., 1993; Dunn et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008).  
 
In the past, hydrological modelling has been constrained by data availability, with studies mainly 
being carried out in the developed world at the catchment scale. However, the development of, and 
greater access to, many national and global open-source datasets, and significant gains in 
computing power, has allowed hydrological models to be implemented on many spatial scales, from 
national, to continental, and even globally (e.g. Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Kauffeldt et al., 2016; 
McMillan et al., 2016). Much of the developing world is particularly vulnerable to future changes of 
the climate, and has been predicted to see an intensification of the hydrological cycle (Diallo et al., 
2016) and therefore being able to develop and implement hydrological models in these regions will 
aid in mitigation and adaptation strategies.  
 
The increasing threats posed by future climate change and anthropogenic activities on the 
hydrological cycle has drawn attention of the modelling community to providing predictions of future 
dynamics and impacts on large spatial scales. Large-scale hydrology is defined as encompassing 
spatial scales that are greater than a single catchment all the way to the global-scale (Cloke and 
Hannah, 2011). Large-scale hydrological modelling studies are needed in order to determine the 
driving forces, patterns, and feedback responses of real world systems, and this information can be 
used to identify regions that are most vulnerable to changes and intensifications of the water cycle. 
However, there are inevitably obstacles and uncertainty when using large-scale models, e.g. 
choosing model structures and parameters that can describe a large number of catchments with 
varying regimes and properties.  
 
There is a large variety of hydrological models available, with varying levels of spatial complexity 
and different representations of the dominant processes and catchment behaviour. However, there 
is little consensus amongst the hydrological research community on the appropriate model that 
should be used for different objectives. A ‘perfect’ model of the hydrological system does not exist, 
and therefore all models are in error (Freer et al., 2004). Traditionally, hydrological model 
developments have largely employed a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach, aiming to build a single model 
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structure to implement in all catchments (Fenicia et al., 2014). However, hydrological processes and 
responses to external drivers vary in catchments across the globe. Attempting to represent spatial 
variability and heterogeneity of catchment characteristics (McDonnell et al., 2007), the perception of 
‘uniqueness of place’ (Beven, 2000), creating a model that ‘works for the right reasons’ when 
evaluated (Kirchner, 2006), and the impact of quality, resolution an availability of input and output 




DECIPHeR (Dynamic fluxEs and ConnectIvity for Predictions of HydRology, Coxon et al., 2018) is a 
new flexible hydrological modelling framework for uncertain flow simulation and prediction at 
catchment to continental scales. It builds on the key concepts of Dynamic TOPMODEL, originally 
developed by Beven and Freer (2001a). The model can be modified and adapted to suit specific 
hydrological settings and available data for the region of interest. During the model set-up, the user 
is given a number of choices in the way that they wish to represent different levels of spatial 
heterogeneity, connectivity and hydrological processes. These decisions are ultimately based on the 
data availability, the user’s understanding of the model domain of interest, and what is appropriate 
for the specific task. DECIPHeR has been applied in the UK as a demonstration for use in a large-
scale application and initial evaluation of model performance (Coxon et al., 2018). In this first 
implementation, only one model structure was applied homogenously across the domain. In addition, 
the UK is a data rich and well gauged location. Although this initial application serves as a good 
benchmark of DECIPHeR’s ability at large scales, further studies are required that evaluate its 
performance and capacity for modelling in large and data scarce river basins.   
 
1.2. THE NIGER BASIN 
The Niger River is the largest river is West Africa (approximately 2.27 km2), with more than 100 
million inhabitants, many of whom are dependent on the river for their livelihoods. The river extends 
across nine countries, flowing through several distinct climatic zones, ranging from tropical humid in 
the Guinea Highlands, to the Sahara desert. In recent decades, there has been a drastic decrease 
in the precipitation in the Sahelian belt, and this has caused major disasters, such as droughts and 
famine (Mahe et al., 2013). Recently, flooding is becoming a growing concern in the river basin, and 
this has been attributed to climate change and changes in land use (Aich et al., 2015, 2016). Western 
Africa is also a region that is particularly vulnerable and sensitive to future climate change (Diallo et 
al., 2016), and therefore may begin to see more of an intensification of the hydrological cycle and 
more extreme events. Therefore, a better understanding of the hydrological responses in the basin 
could help to improve water resources management, infrastructure designs, and the development of 
robust operational flood and drought forecasts (Andersson et al., 2017a, b). Hydrological modelling 
in this basin is a valuable tool for these objectives. Previous model studies have proved to be 
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successful in reproducing the annual and seasonal dynamics of the Niger’s river flows, however, 
there is a tendency for simulations to overpredict the magnitude of these flows (e.g. Schoul and 
Abbaspour, 2006; Pedinotti et al., 2012; Andersson et al., 2017a). This indicates that the model 
structures used are not representing the dominant processes occurring in the basin.  
 
1.3. SCOPE OF DISSERTATION AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
DECIPHeR is applied to the Upper Niger basin in West Africa in this study. This catchment was 
chosen as a suitable location for investigating model performance in large and data scarce locations, 
and for highlighting areas for future model development because: 1) there are very few ground 
observations of catchment functioning to inform model structural choices, 2) the data that is used is 
from open-source global products, and this study provides an evaluation of these datasets in 
hydrological modelling at larger scales, and 3) there is a strong gradient in hydroclimatic variability 
from the upstream headwaters to the downstream outlet, which provides a test of the rainfall-runoff 
model’s capacity to represent these different catchment dynamics. Therefore, this dissertation aims 
to:   
1. Evaluate the performance of a new  modelling framework, DECIPHeR, in a large and data 
scarce model domain, using the Upper Niger basin as a case study.  
2. Investigate the different sources of uncertainty (input, parametric and model structure 
uncertainty) and analyse the impacts that these have on the hydrological model’s 
performance.  
3. Highlight areas of this new framework where future improvements and developments are 









2. LITERATURE REVIEW  
This section aims to review some key research themes that are relevant to the research aims and 
questions that frame this hydrological modelling study. Firstly, the large variety of available 
hydrological models that are available is discussed, with the advantages and disadvantages of each 
approach given. Within this, the increased interest of modelling at large scales is discussed, with the 
associated limitations and challenges. Next, the importance of choosing appropriate model 
evaluation techniques is highlighted, followed by a discussion of the key sources of uncertainty that 
are present in hydrological modelling. Finally, the challenges of modelling in large and data scarce 
river basins are introduced, and the key findings of past modelling studies conducted in the Upper 
Niger basin are summarised. 
 
2.1. HYDROLOGICAL MODELLING  
Hydrological models are an important tool to help inform decisions in all aspects of water resources 
management. Robust simulations and predictions of river discharges are needed for many 
management strategies, such as local-scale flood and drought mitigation and prevention, to the 
assessment of available freshwater to meet population demands at regional to continental scales 
(Archfield et al., 2015). There is a large variety of hydrological models available that have been built 
to address a wide range of issues. Hydrological models can vary in many ways, including their spatial 
and temporal resolution, process representation, data requirements, and scale (catchment, national, 
global, etc). Although there are a number of ways models can be classified, not all models fall into a 
single category (Singh, 1995). Hydrological models can be grouped generally by their structural 
classification (empirical, conceptual, physical), or by their spatial discretisation (lumped, semi-
distributed, distributed), and are mostly a combination of these classifications. Identifying the main 
aims and priorities of the modelling study and any limitations in data availability helps with the choice 
of model, however, it is ultimately a subjective decision by the modeller based on preference and 
what is task-appropriate (Wagener et al., 2003). 
 
2.1.1. STRUCTURAL CLASSIFICAITON  
Hydrological model structures can be classified into three broad groups – empirical, conceptual and 
physical models. These vary in the way that hydrological processes are represented, and with what 
degree of complexity, in the model code. These model structures are summarised in Table 2.1 with 
their advantages, disadvantages, and some examples.  
 
EMPIRICAL MODELS  
Empirical models are the simplest of these general structures, which use a simple statistical 
relationship between inputs and outputs to make rainfall-runoff predictions (Devi et al., 2015). They 
are sometimes called data-driven (Kokkonen et al., 2001) as they only use information that is 
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available in existing data, without considering characteristics and processes occurring in the 
hydrological system. For this reason, they are known as ‘black box models’, as very little is known 
of the internal processes that are controlling the runoff generation in the catchment (Beven, 2012; 
Granata et al., 2016). Very few parameters are needed, and this makes empirical models 
computationally inexpensive and fast to run. 
 
CONCEPTUAL MODELS  
Conceptual models aim to describe the dominant components of the hydrological cycle. They consist 
of several stores that aim to represent the physical landscape of a catchment. Simplified equations 
of hydrological behaviour and processes govern these models. These are usually versions of the 
water balance equation, representing the relationship between rainfall to runoff, evaporation and 
percolation to groundwater (Vaze, 2012). Variables within these equations are interpreted with model 
parameters, which are determined with a combination of observational data and calibration 
(Wagener, 2003). The data requirements for calibration is determined by the number of parameters 
used in the conceptualisation of the catchment. Many conceptual hydrological models have been 
developed with varying degrees of complexity which is dependent on the equations and parameters 
chosen to represent the system (Beven, 2012; Pechlivanidis et al., 2011). This variation in 
sophistication of conceptualisation means these models require a range of hydrological and 
meteorological input data to calibrate and force outputs. Some examples of conceptual models are 
TOPMODEL (Beven and Kirkby, 1979), Hydrologiska Byråns Vattenbalansavdelning (HBV; 
Bergström, 1992) and National Weather Service River Forecast System (NWSRF; Burnash et al., 
1973). 
 
Due to the simplicity of conceptual models, they are usually computationally inexpensive and useful 
in multiple-hypotheses testing and uncertainty estimation studies where large ensembles of model 
simulations are required (Chun et al., 2009). Model parameter identification is a fundamental 
challenge that hydrologists face (Sivapalan, 2003; Duan et al., 2006) and an advantage of 
conceptual models is they can be straightforward to calibrate, but this is dependent on the number 
of parameters and the data requirements that these demand. They can also provide a benchmark 
of performance for more sophisticated physical models (Orth et al., 2015) to help determine whether 
the increased level of complexity is of added value for a particular case (Gutz et al., 2003; Perrin et 
al., 2006; Kobierska et al., 2013). 
 
However, conceptual models also have disadvantages associated with them. For example, 
parameters are interconnected within conceptualisations of catchment functioning, and this can 
make a priori parameter estimation methods difficult to implement and unreliable (Wagener and 
Wheater, 2006). Also, conceptual models can become overparameterised when calibrated (Perrin 
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et al., 2001; Das et al., 2008; Andressian et al., 2012) and parameters lose their physical realism 
and therefore cannot be mapped back to catchment characteristics (Wagener, 2003).  
 
PHYSICAL MODELS 
In physical models (also called process-based models), hydrological processes are modelled 
explicitly using known physical laws (Li et al., 2015) and solve equations that express the 
conservation of mass, momentum and energy (Kampf and Burges, 2007) and represent observable 
hydrological state variables and fluxes, often from laboratory based theory. Physical models 
incorporate both physical and process parameters. Physical parameters are used to describe the 
physical characteristics of the catchment and can be directly measured. Whereas process 
parameters represent physical properties, for example average water storage capacity 
(Pechlivanidis et al., 2011) and cannot be directly measured. One of the greatest advantages of 
physical models is that there is a direct connection with many of the model parameters and physical 
characteristics of the catchment, and this can make them seem more realistic. Parameters can also 
be regionalised and can be used to make predictions in ungauged basins that have similar 
characteristics to gauged catchments (Sivapalan, 2003, Garambois et al., 2015, Hundecha et al., 
2016). There are several examples of physical models including Soil and Water Assessment Tool 
(SWAT; Neitsch et al., 2009), MIKE-SHE (Abbott et al., 1986), Visualising Ecosystem Land 
Management Assessments (VELMA; Abdelnour et al., 2011) and Penn State Integrated Hydrological 
Modelling System (PIHM; Qu, 2004).  
 
However, process-based models raise several issues. There has been much debate on how to 
‘correctly’ approach process-based modelling (Sivapalan et al., 2003; Maxwell and Miller, 2005; 
Beven and Cloke, 2012), mainly focusing on how to appropriately parameterise processes, 
limitations of available (or unavailable altogether) data, and computational expense and constraints 
of evaluation and analysis (Clark et al., 2017). The physical principals that underpin the model’s 
formulation are often based on laboratory or small-scale field experiments, and this introduces 
uncertainty when scaled up. Extrapolation to larger scales assumes that scaling up of processes is 
linear and unaffected by space. This raises questions about the applicability of this type of model 
(Beven, 2004). Another issue that is sometimes faced is the use of simplified versions of explicit 
physical equations in the attempt to increase computational efficiency, for example the use of 
simplified 1D St. Venant equations (Clark et al., 2015a). Catchment heterogeneities, e.g. soil, 
geology, land use, etc. also provide an obstacle to the accurate building of a process-based model, 
as they make model structural identification difficult. Available data is mainly made of point 
measurements in space (Wheater, 2002) and these are then averaged and extrapolated onto a 




2.1.2. SPATIAL DISCRETISATION 
The defining of a hydrological model as being either lumped or distributed refers to the spatial 
discretisation. Table 2.1 shows a comparison and a summary of the properties associated with broad 
categories for spatial discretisation. A lumped model treats the catchment as a single unit, and the 
state variables are averaged over the whole catchment area (Beven, 2001) effectively losing all 
spatial variability. In contrast, distributed hydrological models produce streamflow predictions that 
are distributed in space. Catchments are discretised into sub-sections, for example grid squares or 
hydrological response units, and the model equations are solved for the state variables that are 
associated with the smaller unit (Singh and Frevert, 2006). Distributed models have the capacity to 
apply spatially varying data (e.g. high-resolution precipitation, soil, temperature, land use, etc.) as 
forcing inputs (Carpenter and Georgakakos, 2006). Spatially varying precipitation and catchment 
characteristics can have significant impacts on the hydrological response of basins (Khakbaz et al., 
2009). Characterising and modelling the relationship between spatial distribution of rainfall, basin 
properties and runoff generating mechanisms has been an ongoing research question for 
hydrologists. Another advantage of distributed models, as well as the potential to improve discharge 
simulation at the catchment outlet, is the capability to produce predictions at ungauged locations 
where measurements are not available (Koren et al., 2004). 
 
Although distributed models can simulate spatial and temporal variations, they often use data that is 
of a coarser resolution than the grid-square cells within the model, therefore using average values 
for variables and parameters (Beven, 2001). As a result of this issue, Reed et al. (2004) conducted 
an inter-comparison study of several lumped and distributed models and concluded that the lumped 
models outperformed the distributed models in more tests. Given these conclusions and the data 
requirements to effectively parameterise and validate distributed hydrological models, semi-
distributed models have been developed (Abu El-Nasr et al., 2005). They are used to combine the 
advantages of both lumped and distributed modelling. Instead of attempting to represent the full 
spatial variability of state variables, semi-distributed models instead discretise the catchment to a 
degree that is thought to appropriately capture the dominant catchment processes. Therefore, the 
‘most important’ features of a basin can be represented, while requiring less data and lower 
computational cost than distributed models (Orellana et al., 2008). 
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Table 2.1. Comparison and summary of basic structures and spatial discretisation for hydrological model 
STRUCTURAL CLASSIFICATION 
 Method Strengths  Weaknesses Examples 
EMPIRICAL Data driven, look to find 
relationship between inputs and 
outputs of rainfall-runoff 
Computationally inexpensive, can 
be run quickly, small number of 
parameters 
Very sensitive to errors and 
uncertainty in input data, No 
connection with physical 
characteristics of catchments  
SCS-Curve Number in 
SWAT, regression equations 
CONCEPTUAL Simplified equations that 
represent the water balance 
and storage in catchments 
Simplified model structure, can be 
easy to calibrate, computationally 
inexpensive 
Parameters may not be physical 
representations of catchment 
characteristics 
HBV, TOPMODEL, NWSRF  
PHYSICAL Physical laws and equations 
that are based on real and 
observable hydrological 
responses 
Incorporates spatial and temporal 
variability, parameters and 
governing equations are physically 
realistic 
Large number of parameters, large 
data requirements for calibration, 
computationally expensive 
MIKE-SHE, VIC, SWAT, 
PIHM, VELMA 
SPATIAL DISCRETISATION 
LUMPED Catchment is treated as a single 
unit, spatial variability is not 
included, input data is averaged 
for catchment  
Good if aim is to simulate average 
conditions in a catchment, fast run 
times  
Not good for large catchments, 
spatial resolution and variability is 
lost, assumptions about catchment 
functioning made  




Combination of lumped and 
distributed parameters 
More spatial variability and 
representation, uses both lumped 
averages and sub-catchment 
specific data  
Some loss of spatial resolution with 
catchment being divided up into grid 
cells, HRUs, sub-catchments, etc 
Conceptual models, and 
some physical models HYPE, 
SWAT 
DISTRIBUTED Spatially variability represented  Results can be mapped back into 
space, hydrological processes are 
represented 
Require large amounts of data for 








2.1.3. HYDROLOGICAL MODEL FORCING DATA 
Input data requirements to force hydrological models vary with the choice of model structure and 
spatial discretisation, but generally, data that may have value to a range of modelling applications 
depending on the complexity of the approach include: 
1. Meteorological inputs to the catchment – e.g. precipitation, solar radiation, temperature. 
2. Basin characteristics – e.g. topography, catchment area, land use, geology, land cover, soil 
type. 
3. Losses – e.g. evapotranspiration, infiltration, groundwater. 
4. Calibration data – e.g. discharge, groundwater levels, soil moisture content. 
5. Human effects – e.g. reservoirs, location of dams, land use changes.  
 
The type of hydrological model chosen for a modelling study is in part dependent on a) the availability 
and quality of these data and b) the objectives of the modelling exercise and the performance of 
hydrological models partly depends on the quality of data available for both model set-up and forcing 
(Beven, 2012). In the past, hydrological modelling studies have been limited by data availability and 
measurement techniques, however, many of the data collection techniques that are relevant to 
rainfall-runoff modelling have been improved (Beven, 2012). Hydrological properties and fluxes have 
typically been measured with in situ monitoring systems (Chen and Han, 2016). Although these are 
an essential source of data for hydrological research, they do have many disadvantages, such as 
limited spatial and temporal resolution, inconsistencies in the measurements, and they can be 
expensive to implement and maintain. The use of satellite-based remote sensing has majorly 
increased the amount of data available for hydrological modelling studies, such as global 
precipitation data (Bitew and Gebremichael, 2011; Tian and Peters-Lidard, 2010; Kidd et al., 2011), 
soil moisture content (Entekhabi et al., 2010; Brown et al., 2013), water storage (Tapley et al., 2004), 
and climatic conditions, such as temperature and carbon fluxes. These global data sets have been 
particularly helpful in hydrological model development in data scarce and ungauged basins, where 
very little, or none at all, hydro-meteorological data exist (Shrestha et al., 2006). However, being 
able to obtain good model performance using these datasets depends on the resolution of the data 
and the size of the catchment/model domain (Burlando and Rosso, 2002). The uncertainty 
associated with hydrological model input data will be discussed in Section 2.3. 
 
2.1.4. LARGE SCALE HYDROLOGICAL MODELLING 
The growing concern due to climate change and anthropogenic activities affecting the hydrological 
cycle has drawn attention to the need to provide information on the present and future hydrological 
dynamics and physical processes occurring on large spatial scales (Doll, 2009; Hannah et al., 2011).  
Understanding these processes is fundamental to the development and improvement of large-scale 
hydrological models and being able to produce accurate simulations and predictions (Yang and 
Musiake, 2003; Dankers and Feyen, 2008; Doll et al., 2008; Doll and Fiedler, 2008; Hangemann et 
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al., 2008; Pappenberger et al., 2008; Getirana et al., 2010). Large scale hydrology encompasses 
spatial scales greater than a single catchment all the way to the global-scale (Cloke and Hannah, 
2011). Large-scale hydrological research is needed to discern driving forces and patterns in the 
responses of the water cycle, and to identify regions that are most vulnerable and susceptible to 
climate change and the intensification of the hydrological system (Cloke and Hannah, 2011). This 
information will be useful for decision and policy making concerned with water hazards, such as 
floods and droughts (Huang and Demuth, 2010). 
 
The increasing pressure on water resources has demanded the need for a more national government 
approach to its management (McMillan et al., 2016). This centralised decision making requires 
national, and sometimes international depending on the river basin, information on the hydrological 
cycle. This information is needed at both gauged and ungauged catchments. In order to provide 
information at ungauged points in a river network, large-scale hydrological models are becoming a 
useful tool (Booker and Woods, 2014; Archifield et al., 2015). Hydrological modelling at large scales 
has the potential to include many different catchments and river basins that encompass different 
climatic and physiographic zones (Alcamo et al., 2003; Raje et al., 2013; Widen-Nilsson et al., 2007). 
One of the benefits gained from this is improving our understanding of differences in model structures 
and their suitability for different hydrological regions (Gupta et al., 2014). 
 
Global datasets that quantify the spatial and temporal variability of the water cycle are incredibly 
important to hydrologists as they have helped develop understanding of the dynamic processes 
occurring over large domains (Syed et al., 2008; Simmons et al., 2010) and how these vary 
substantially in space.  The growth in availability of global data from satellites and remote sensing in 
the last two decades (Tang et al., 2009) has facilitated the expansion of large-scale hydrological 
models (Sood and Smakhtin, 2014), which have previously only been implemented in the developed, 
data-rich areas of the world. National and global climate and river discharge data are also becoming 
easier to access due to many open-source data portals available (McMillan et al., 2016), for example 
the Global Runoff Database (GRDC). However, to improve the predictions made by large-scale 
hydrological models, global datasets need to continue to be developed and improved, for example 
increasing the spatial resolution in order to better describe the spatial heterogeneity of the climate 
variability, e.g. precipitation and evapotranspiration. 
 
There is an increasing number of models that simulate the hydrological cycle on large scales, from 
national, to whole continents, to the whole globe. These models have been developed for a number 
of different purposes, for example to quantify the water cycle on different spatial scales, to examine 
climate change impacts on future water resources, and to assess the impacts and dynamics of 
different hydrological extremes (Lopez Lopez et al., 2016). Some examples of hydrological models 
that have been applied at large-scales are VIC (Liang et al., 1994, 1996), WaterGAP (Alcamo et al., 
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2003), ORCHIDEE (d’Orgeval et al., 2008), HTESSEL (Balsam et al., 2009), PCR-GLOBWB (Van 
Beck et al., 2011), SUPFEX-TRIP (Decharme et al., 2010, 2013), SWAT (Neitsch et al., 2009), and 
W3RA (van Dijk, 2010; van Dijk et al., 2014). These models that aim to simulate the hydrological 
processes on a continental/global scale are similar to small-scale catchment models (Sood and 
Smakhtin, 2014), but they are different in the way processes are represented in the model equations, 
how they are parameterised and the input data requirements (Haddeland et al., 2011). There are 
many examples in the literature of efforts being made to evaluate large-scale hydrological models, 
for example research focusing on comparing observed and modelled river discharge on the 
continental scale (e.g. Gerten et al., 2004; Decharne and Douville, 2007; Balsamo et al., 2009; 
Hagemann et al., 2009). There are also examples of studies that have developed models with high 
spatial and temporal resolution on national, continental and global scales (e.g. Doll et al., 2003; 
Hunger and Doll, 2008; Troy et al., 2008; Widen-Milsson et al., 2009; Stahl et al., 2011). 
 
However, inevitably there are a number of challenges encountered when using large-scale models 
to simulate the hydrological dynamics of a chosen domain. When modelling at a scale larger than a 
single catchment, model structure and parameters need to be selected to describe a number of 
catchments with varying processes and characteristics. In response, recent work has focused on the 
need for the hydrological modelling community to vary model structure based on the dominant 
properties of a catchment (Clark et al., 2008, 2011; Coxon et al., 2014; Fenicia et al., 2011). 
However, when building a large-scale hydrological model, the model structure may be simplified with 
just one used throughout the domain. In this case, a more complex structure may be required to 
have the capacity to simulate the wide range of catchment characteristics and hydrological 
responses in the domain (McMillan et al., 2016). 
 
When using a large domain in a modelling study, the physical properties within the catchments (e.g. 
topography, soil type, land use, geology, etc) have a much larger spatial variation and manifest large 
heterogeneity in hydrological responses to these characteristics (Sawicz et al., 2011; Coron et al., 
2012). This will affect the identifiability of optimal model parameters. On a small scale (up to 100km2 
;Liebscher, 1993) geomorphological properties of a catchment are the main driving factors of 
hydrological behaviour. However, at the large scale (>10,000km2 ; Liebscher, 1993) hydrological 
responses are controlled by spatial variability of bio-geophysical characteristics. Also, in large river 
basins, human activities such as irrigation and hydropower production (Montanari et al., 2013), will 
have an important influence on river flows. 
 
ANTHROPOGENIC INFLUENCES IN RIVER BASINS 
In recent decades, the terrestrial water system has experienced drastic changes due to 
anthropogenic alterations of land use, land cover, and the management of surface water and 
groundwater systems (Bondeau et al., 2007; Gerten et al., 2007; Rost et al., 2008). The world’s 
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rapidly growing population is increasing food demands, which has seen a drastic expansion of global 
irrigated areas (Siebert et al., 2015) which are highly water intensive. Extremely rapid urbanisation 
and economic development in many parts of the world are also key drivers in the increasing demands 
for water globally (Wada et al., 2016). To meet these demands, humans extract large amounts of 
water from surface and groundwater supplies (Siebert et al., 2016; Siebert and Doll, 2010; Wisser 
et al., 2010; Konikow, 2011), and these abstraction volumes have increased almost 8-fold in the last 
100 years (Oki and Kanae, 2006; Hoekstra and Chapagain 2007; Hanasaki et al., 2008a, b; Wada 
et al., 2014). Thousands of dams have been built in river basins across the world (Lehner et al., 
2011), and these have been used to increase water supply, assist with flood monitoring schemes, 
and as a source of hydroelectric power generation (Liu et al., 2015, 2016). This unprecedented 
growth in human demands on water supplies has significantly modified many hydrological processes 
and at various spatial scales (Sivapalan et al., 2012; Sivapalan, 2015). 
 
Most large-scale hydrological modelling studies on changes in the hydrological cycle focus on 
impacts of a changing climate and climate extremes (Hirabayashi et al., 2013; Orlowsky and 
Seneviratne, 2013; Dankers et al., 2014; Jongman et al., 2014; Prudhomme et al., 2014), however, 
human water management is also an important influence affecting water supply and hydrological 
variability, from the catchment scale, to national and global scale (van Loon et al., 2016; Di 
Baldassarre et al., 2017). Recently, modelling studies have focused on human interventions in the 
hydrological cycle explicitly and this facilitates the attribution of hydrological extremes to either 
natural/climatic or anthropogenic processes (van Dijk et al., 2013; van Loon and van Lanen, 2013; 
Veldkamp et al., 2015; He et al., 2017). Hydrological modelling studies that have incorporated 
anthropogenic influences on catchment processes usually use fairly simplistic  representations of 
these impacts (Wada et al., 2017). This is due to the high uncertainty in human behaviour, a lack of 
data to parameterise these factors (Veldkamp et al., 2018) and the complex interaction between 
human activities, climatic characteristics and the hydrological processes in the region (Uhlenbrook 
et al., 2003). 
 
2.2. EVALUATION OF HYDROLOGICAL MODELS 
A 'perfect' hydrological model cannot exist, due to the inability to represent all the physical processes 
occurring in a catchment, with the complexity of spatio-temporal variability, and therefore all models 
are in error (Freer et al., 2004). Hence, a large issue in hydrological modelling is being able to 
discriminate between model representations and deciding which is most appropriate for the task 
(Dunn et al., 2008). It is important to be able to assess the performance of different models as 
hypotheses of the real-world system, especially as many different structures may be considered 
adequate representations of the catchments of interest (Beven and Freer, 2001b). A crucial aspect 




2.2.1. OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS 
An objective function, or sometimes described as a 'goodness of fit', is a numerical measure of the 
difference between the simulated model outputs and the observed data for a catchment (e.g. Schaefli 
and Gupta, 2007). There are many objective functions that can be used by a modeller to assess the 
performance of simulations, but this is a difficult task for a number of reasons (Pushapalatha et al., 
2012). 1) river discharge vary by orders of magnitude, and not all of this information may be of use 
to the modeller as their study may be focusing on a certain type of flow, such as high flows or low 
flows. 2) Errors produced by hydrological models are often heteroscedastic, meaning that their 
variance is not equal across the range of values. 3) The range of discharge values that are being 
targeted in the performance tests may vary significantly between the different periods of evaluation. 
4) The choice of performance criteria may be dependent on the different applications of the model. 
 
For these reasons, a large variety of objective functions have been developed in the literature, as is 
seen by the review of hydrological modelling performance measures by Dawson et al. (2007), 
Moriasi et al. (2007) and Reusser et al. (2009). Within this variety of criteria, there are two main 
categories: absolute criteria, such as Root Mean Square Error, and relative criteria, which is 
normalised, such as Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE, Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970). NSE has received 
much attention in the literature and is a popular performance metric in hydrological modelling studies 
(e.g. McCuen et al., 2006; Schaefli and Gupta, 2007; Clarke, 2008; Gupta et al., 2009; Moussa, 
2010; Gupta and Kling, 2011). NSE compares model errors with the errors in a reference/benchmark 
model often against the mean flow (Seibert, 2011; Perrin et al., 2006). This provides useful 
information regarding model simulation performance as it indicates whether the model is performing 
better or worse than the benchmark. NSE is also dimensionless, and so can be used to compare 
results between catchments. However, there are a number of weaknesses of the NSE metric, for 
example, the emphasis on high flows, sensitivity to the hydrological regime, sample size and outliers 
(Pushapalatha et al., 2012). 
 
2.2.2. MULTI-OBJECTIVE EVALUATION  
There has been a shift in hydrological research away from the use of a single objective function, to 
using multi-objective approaches to evaluate model performance (e.g. Wagener et al., 2005; 
Winsemius et al., 2009; Ritter et al., 2013; Hrachowitz et al., 2014; Beck et al., 2016). In practical 
applications of hydrological models, for example real-time flood forecasting, there may be a 
requirement to accurately simulate the entire hydrograph (Moussa and Chahinian, 2009), therefore, 
using a single objective function may not exploit all the information in the output data (Wagener, 
2003). A hydrological model’s outputs are strongly influenced by the choice of objective function 
(Abbaspour et al., 2007; Park et al., 2014), and so using a single objective function introduces error 




2.2.3. HYDROLOGICAL SIGNATURES 
Within hydrological modelling research, there has been a move away from the traditional use of 
statistical measures of model performance towards time-step based performance measures and 
hydrological signatures (Gupta et al., 2008; Yadav et al., 2007; Yilmaz et al., 2008; Krueger et al., 
2010). Hydrological signatures are values derived from observed or modelled hydrological data, for 
example precipitation, discharge, or soil moisture (McMillan et al., 2017) and aim to provide an 
insight into the functioning of a catchment (Sawicz et al., 2011). They are designed to maximise the 
information that can be gained from the data, to identify dominant processes occurring in a 
catchment, and the spatial and temporal variability in rainfall-runoff generating mechanisms 
(McMillan et al., 2017).  Examples of typical signatures that are calculated in the literature from river 
discharge include mean flow, baseflow index and the slope of the flow duration curve (FDC).  
 
The confidence that we have in predictions made by hydrological models will depend on their 
capacity to simulate observed data (Westerberg et al., 2011). Traditional statistical methods of model 
evaluation can be problematic for model structural identification for a number of reasons: 1) the 
uncertainty in the observation with which model simulations is being compared, 2) the sensitivity of 
performance measures to different flow magnitudes, 3) the influence of natural uncertainty, that 
arises from our imperfect knowledge and understanding of environmental processes, that cannot be 
accounted for, and 4) where the observational data does not overlap with the time period of the 
model predictions, model performance cannot be evaluated. Hydrological signatures have been 
proposed to address these problems. Signatures have been used in hydrological analyses for a long 
while, but it was the concept of hydrological signatures that was first explicitly introduced by Gupta 
et al. (2008) in the context of targeting relevant information in hydrological datasets for the purpose 
of model evaluation.  
 
Most studies will use a combination of different signature indices in order to reflect different types of 
catchment response and behaviour, for example being able to evaluate high and low flows well, and 
also the flow timing and time to peak. Therefore, using hydrological signatures can help to advance 
our understanding of the relationship between models and the physical hydrological cycle (e.g. 
Gupta et al., 2008; Yilmaz et al., 2008; Hingray et al., 2010; Wagener and Montanari, 2011). The 
use of hydrological signatures has both advantages and disadvantages. One of the main advantages 
is that signature indices are physically interpretable, as they represent the physical processes (Euser 
et al., 2013). Therefore, this should make the results more transferable to catchments with similar 
properties and characteristics. However, the disadvantage of signature indices is that they are 
designed to represent a specific type of catchment behaviour or response, and this is at the expense 
of others, and therefore it is necessary to consider a variety of signatures in order to gain more 




2.3. HYDROLOGICAL MODEL UNCERTAINTY  
Uncertainty analysis is the quantification and calculation of the confidence in a model's simulations 
being an accurate representation of real world physical processes (e.g. Singh, 1995), and aims to 
examine the combined effects of specific sources of uncertainties. Uncertainty analysis is essential 
in any modelling study where simulations are being used for informing decision making, hypothesis 
testing of catchment functioning, and highlighting aspects of models that require further development 
or improvement. However, calculating uncertainty can prove to be a difficult aspect of modelling, as 
it combines the errors in: 1) observations and input data due to variability of spatio-temporal scales, 
2) model parameters, 3) the equations chosen to represent the hydrological processes, and 4) 
boundary conditions (Salamon and Feyen, 2010). 
 
Uncertainty can be divided into two main categories. These are aleatory and epistemic uncertainties 
(Merz and Thieken, 2005). Aleatory uncertainty arises due to the natural variability in a system and 
cannot be reduced (Gong et al., 2013). Epistemic uncertainty is due to our incomplete knowledge of 
how environmental systems work, and the different processes and intricacies that are associated 
(Apel et al., 2008). This uncertainty can be reduced by improving the quality of measurement data, 
using more detailed experimental field studies to enhance our understanding of hydrological 
processes, and using hydrological models to test multiple hypotheses about the functioning of the 
water cycle. Modellers are faced with a difficult task when choosing what they believe to be an 
appropriate model for their study, due to these quantifiable and unquantifiable uncertainties (Lee et 
al., 2011). 
 
2.3.1 SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY IN HYDROLOGICAL MODELLING 
In any robust and meaningful hydrological research, an assessment and understanding of the 
sources of uncertainty is fundamental (Pechilivanidis et al., 2011). Uncertainty in modelling 
hydrological systems has been summarised with three primary sources by Di Baldassarre and 
Montanari (2009): a. uncertainty in observations, b. parametric uncertainty, and c. model structural 
uncertainty.  
 
2.3.2. DATA UNCERTAINTY 
Uncertainty is present in all data as all observations and measurements are subject to error. Errors 
can be classified as systematic, random, or spurious. Some examples of errors that can arise in the 
data, and the uncertainty that they cause, that are used in hydrological models are: 1) the discrete 
time and point measurement nature of data and the way in which it is collected gives little insight into 
the variation that may be occurring between measurements, 2) Interpolation of point measurements 
in space loses the spatial variability, 3) observations and measurements may not be directly related 
to the process that is being estimated, e.g. using air temperature in the estimation of potential 
evapotranspiration. These errors in turn affect the estimation of model parameters and choice of 
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structure (Kavetski and Clark, 2010). Rainfall, PET and discharge data uncertainties are specific to 
hydrological modelling studies. 
 
RAINFALL DATA UNCERTAINTY 
Precipitation is one of the key drivers of the hydrological cycle, and is a critical aspect in any 
hydrological modelling study (Kidd and Huffman, 2011; Hou et al., 2014). Accurate representation 
of rainfall in models is needed to produce accurate simulations of streamflow (Beven, 2004), and 
this plays an important role in the management of water resources and predicting hydrological 
extremes, such as flood events and drought. Generally, precipitation data is obtained using two 
methods: ground-based measurements, and datasets from satellite and remote sensing 
observations (Alijanian et al., 2017). Ground-based observations are in the form of rain gauges and 
weather radars. These are relatively straightforward to implement, for example using a tipping bucket 
methodology. Ground measurements of precipitation are usually used to represent regions with a 
size of 10-100km2 (Chao et al., 2018). However, rain gauge measurements are site-specific, and 
gauge networks are often sparse and uneven in space, which makes this source of precipitation data 
unrepresentative (Strauch et al., 2017). These measurements often have to be extrapolated, and 
this does not represent the spatial variability of the rainfall across a catchment (Villarini et al., 2008). 
 
There has been a rapid development in satellite and remote sensing based observations of 
precipitation, and the creation of global open-source datasets has facilitated the advancement of 
hydrological modelling in the data scarce regions of the world. Satellite-based datasets have the 
ability to overcome some of the issues that are presented by point-specific gauge measurements of 
rainfall, for example, they have the capacity to cover the whole globe and produce a large amount 
of data (Kidd et al., 2011). These global satellite-based datasets are often in the form of a global 
grid, with fairly coarse spatial resolution, and therefore there are inevitably large errors and 
uncertainty in these datasets.  Precipitation patterns have an ‘intrinsic irregularity’ (Molini et al., 2001) 
and this makes it very difficult to measure the real time and space evolution of precipitation. 
 
POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION UNCERTAINTY 
Potential evapotranspiration (PET) is defined as the rate at which evapotranspiration (ET) would 
occur if an area was uniformly covered with vegetation and had access to a consistently sufficient 
water source, and actual evapotranspiration (AET) is the actual rate of evapotranspiration occurring 
from the land surface (McVicar et al., 2012, McMahon et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016). PET is an input 
in hydrological models, and defines the upper limit of AET. Evapotranspiration (ET) transfers a large 
amount of water from land surface into the atmosphere, which is also closely associated with land-
surface atmosphere exchanges of carbon and energy (Van Camp et al., 2016). It is one of the most 
important fluxes in the hydrological cycle, and therefore accurate representations are crucial for 
making predictions of discharge in catchments (Badgley et al., 2015). ET includes the evaporative 
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fluxes from soil and vegetation, and transpiration fluxes from vegetation and the canopy (Montheith, 
1965; Shukla and Mintz, 1981). 85% of the global ET total is from transpiration fluxes from the 
canopy, and this returns around 50% of precipitation back to the atmosphere (Oki and Kanae, 2006). 
In the arid and semiarid climatic zones, ET can be responsible for returning more than 95% of the 
annual precipitation (Kurc and Small, 2004).  
 
ET is one of the most difficult meteorological components of the water balance to measure and 
estimate (Lettenmaier and Famigletti, 2006). Direct measurements of ET can be made using 
methods such as flux towers (Shi et al., 2008; Baldocchi and Ryu, 2011). However, these are only 
available at small scales and mostly only available in developed countries (Miralles et al., 2016). 
Numerous approaches have been developed to retrieve ET on large scales from satellite 
observations (Dugo and Gao, 2011; Kalma et al., 2008; Liou and Kar, 2014; Mercado et al., 2009; 
Miralles et al., 2016; Su et al., 2010). There have been many models established that estimate 
evapotranspiration from this satellite data, for example Pennman-Monteith (Monteith, 1965), Priestly-
Taylor (Priestly and Taylor, 1972), Hargreaves (Hargreaves and Samani, 1985). These equations 
require information that can be grouped into three broad categories – net radiations, meteorology 
(e.g. water vapour pressure, air temperature, and wind speed), and vegetation (e.g. land cover, 
vegetation greenness indices, and leaf area index (LAI) (Mu et al., 2007, 2011; Fisher et al. 2008). 
Uncertainty in PET datasets arises due to the large range of models used to produce these estimates 
for large scales. A number of remotely sensed data is required as inputs into these algorithms, and 
therefore the uncertainty of PET estimates is a combination of the errors and uncertainty in these 
inputs. 
 
DISCHARGE DATA UNCERTAINTY 
In hydrology, stream flow time series are commonly derived from stream level heights and a rating 
curve that describes the relationship between stage and discharge.  This is a key uncertainty in 
hydrological studies as discharge observations are often the only available data to evaluate models 
against (e.g. McMillan et al., 2010; Jalbert et al., 2011; Domeneghetti et al., 2012; McMillan and 
Westerberg, 2015). Rating curve uncertainty occurs due to the assumption made that there is a 
discrete relationship between stream stage and discharge gaugings (Tomkins, 2012). However, 
during extreme out-of-bank flows channel shapes can be drastically altered, vegetation growth, and 
erosion/sedimentation at the gauging sites can all change streamflow (Di Baldassarre and 
Montanari, 2009). The fitting of the rating curve to the stage and discharge measurements introduces 
additional uncertainty, especially where the curve is based on a limited number of observations, or 
where there is a large scatter in gauge measurements (Tomkins, 2012). Further uncertainty is 
identified here also, as gauging measurements themselves are uncertain due to imperfect 
measurements, are subject to variability which can impact and change the stage-discharge 
relationship. Rating curve uncertainty has been the focus of much hydrological research (e.g. Fenton 
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and Keller, 2001; Moyeed and Clarke, 2005; Petersen-Overleir, 2006; Dottori et al., 2009; Reitan 
and Petersen-Overleir, 2009; Westerberg et al., 2011; Coxon et al., 2015).  
 
Model parameter and structure selection is affected by this uncertainty in the stage-discharge 
relationship, as discharge measurements are used to calibrate and evaluate model simulations 
(McMillan et al., 2010). Parameter identification is also affected by other input data errors, for 
example, uncertain rainfall data can have a significant impact on model performance when 
simulations are compared with observations, and also make it difficult to select an 'optimal' 
parameter set (Pappenberger et al., 2005; Oudin et al., 2006; Arnaud et al., 2011). However, input 
data uncertainty does not necessarily always have a negative impact on model performance, as it 
can be compensated for during model parameter calibration (Gourley and Vieux, 2006; Liu et al., 
2009). 
 
2.3.4. PARAMETRIC UNCERTAINTY 
Inevitably, all data is subject to some error and uncertainty, and this is translated into uncertainty 
and bias in parameter estimation (McIntyre et al., 2002; Freer et al., 2004). The majority of 
hydrological models are conceptual, and therefore obtain parameter values through calibration, by 
searching a parameter space to find an 'optimal' set. As discussed in earlier sections, this can be 
problematic, as it is sometimes difficult to find unique and physically realistic parameters. Calibration 
can also be heavily biased, due to the influence of the chosen objective function with which to assess 
the model performance (Hunter et al., 2005, 2007).  
 
When calibrating a hydrological model, caution is needed to avoid over-parameterisation, and 
leading to equifinality (Beven and Freer, 2001b), meaning that more than one parameter set/model 
structure is equally capable of producing an acceptable representation of the observed processes. 
Beven (2006) questions the existence of an 'optimal' parameter set.  This is supported by Bates et 
al. (2013) who say that there is a large degree of freedom in hydrological modelling and therefore it 
is likely that a range of different parameters will be able to fit observations equally well. The Monte 
Carlo method is an example of a framework that has been developed to address the uncertainty 
regarding parameter estimation. This method randomly samples parameters from a probability 
distribution in the search for an optimal set when evaluated using a chosen performance measure. 
 
2.3.5. STRUCTURAL UNCERTAINTY 
Structural uncertainty is an inherent source of error in hydrological modelling (Beven and Binley, 
1992). Structural uncertainty can be described in terms of its insufficient performance and non-
uniqueness (Hublart et al., 2015). Structural insufficiency is due to the assumptions that are made 
when the model’s governing equations are chosen, and which processes, and how to represent 
them, are defined. Non-uniqueness describes the existence of many model structures (and 
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parameterisations) and can produce equally acceptable simulations when evaluated against the 
observational data (Beven, 2006). This has led to some researchers in the hydrological community 
to question the traditional approach to hydrological modelling of using a 'one-size-fits-all' structure 
(Savenije, 2009) and whether this is able to capture the diversity of a system. This method can prove 
to be problematic when choosing a model structure to use in the study. The modeller has many 
options during the model build stage, and must decide what processes, and what level of complexity 
to represent these with, in the model code (Renard et al., 2010). However, this is usually based on 
the modeller's preferences and what they deem to be most purpose-appropriate, and this introduces 
bias and error into the results (Krueger et al., 2010).  
 
A fixed model structure that is applied to all catchments in a study does have many attractive 
features, including 1) it may be computationally more efficient than applying many models of varying 
complexity and input data demands, 2) the repeated application of a single model facilitates it's 
further development and improvement, and advances our understanding of catchment 
characteristics and model dynamics, 3) a single model structure also makes it simpler to identify the 
relationship between catchment characteristics and parameters, benefiting regionalisation studies, 
and 4) makes comparison of simulations between catchments simpler, as it reduces the uncertainty 
relating to differences that arise due to behaviour of different models. However, there are many 
practical weaknesses of using a single model structure. One of these limitations that is seen in many 
hydrological modelling studies is the need to incorporate specialised model components for specific 
catchment properties, that can be turned on and off in the model code. For example, in many models 
the representation of snowmelt is usually required as an additional module, which implies that certain 
catchments need different model structures in order to capture the climatic influence on the 
hydrological response of a catchment. For urban catchments a representation of impervious regions 
is sometimes needed (Cuo et al., 2008), and in catchments that are highly influenced by geology 
and groundwater exchange, a component that represents these subsurface fluxes is needed (Le 
Moine et al., 2007). 
 
Much recent research has focused on investigating uncertainty relating to model structure (e.g. Butts 
et al., 2004; Renard et al., 2011; van Esse et al., 2013; Moges et al., 2016; Tyralla et al., 2016). 
Studies have shown that model structural uncertainty can have a strong influence on model 
performance and can be of a similar magnitude of error as that caused by parameterisation and 
input data. Wagener and Gupta (2005) found that structural error can be the most significant source 
of uncertainty within hydrological modelling, emphasising the need to account for this in uncertainty 
analysis. This research has led to a shift in the hydrological modelling community from selecting a 
single model structure to using multi-model ensembles (Velaquez et al., 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 
2012), multiple model structures of increasing complexity (Farmer et al., 2003; Bai et al., 2009; 
Pushpalatha et al., 2011) and flexible modelling frameworks (Clark et al., 2008, Coxon et al., 2014). 
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Model structural uncertainty is usually assessed and identified by investigating the catchment 
characteristics and behaviour, such a peak discharge, time to peak and runoff volume (Butts et al., 
2004).  
 
CATCHMENT CHARACTERISTICS AND PROCESS REPRESENTATION IN MODEL 
STRUCTURE 
'Catchment classification' is a theoretical framework with which to characterise catchments by their 
variability in 'space, time and process' (McDonnell and Woods, 2004). Understanding the key 
properties that control similar hydrological behaviour and being able to attribute this to different 
catchment characteristics is an important task that hydrologists are faced with. Research efforts for 
catchment classification have mainly focused on parameter regionalisation rather than variability that 
could be caused by differences in model structure. However, it is highly likely that error associated 
with structural choices will affect the relationship between calibrated parameter values and 
catchment characteristics. For this reason, catchments with varying hydrological behaviour 
associated with different characteristics may require different, or even multiple, model structures to 
represent this (Gupta et al., 2014).  
 
Dominant runoff-generating mechanisms vary between catchments due to their different properties, 
for example geology, topography, land use, climate, etc. Therefore, it is intuitive that using different 
model structures in a catchment will produce varying model performance (Van Dijk, 2010). There 
are studies that have investigated the degree of structural uncertainty of hydrological models in 
different catchments. Some studies have found that there seems to be no relationship between 
dominant catchment characteristics and the choice of model structure (e.g. Perrin et al., 2001; Lee 
et al., 2005; Hollander et al., 2009), and supporting the 'equifinality' theory (Beven, 2006). However, 
other studies have found contrasting results, and concluded that catchments with varying 
characteristics require different model structures to represent the dominant processes. It has also 
been shown that variations in model performance can be correlated with the different hydrological 
behaviour of catchments. For example, Fenicia et al. (2014) attributed the difference in model 
performance for headwater catchments in Luxembourg to geology as being the dominant 
characteristic control on hydrological processes and responses. Also, Buytaert and Beven (2011) 
used different models with varying structures to attempt to model catchment processes in upland 
catchments in Ecuadorian Andes and found that model performance varied depending on the 
processes that were represented in the structure and the particular catchment of interest.  
 
MULTI-MODEL ENSEMBLES 
There has been a great research effort in the development of more hydrological models, but the 
single 'perfect' model has yet to be built that can be used for all types of application and under all 
conditions (Smith et al., 2004; Beven, 2006; Duan et al., 2006). This is likely an impossible task, and 
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a futile objective in the design and build of a hydrological model. Different types of hydrological 
models have strengths and weaknesses in terms of their capacity to represent aspects of the 
physical processes occurring within a basin. Using a single model can often lead to simulations and 
predictions that capture some types of hydrological behaviour at the expense of others. A common 
method used in hydrological research to test understanding of model structural differences is to use 
model intercomparison experiments. Ensemble approaches to hydrological modelling using multiple 
parameter sets and structures can help to improve the uncertainty analysis (Vrugt et al., 2003; 
McEnery et al., 2005). Multiple model structures of varying complexity are forced with the same input 
data with identical boundary conditions (Reed et al., 2004), and simulations are compared against 
each other using a choice of performance measure. 
 
Multiple model intercomparison experiments have directed attention of the research community to 
the range of simulations that arise when different model structures are forced with the same input 
data, however, they have been less successful in advancing our knowledge and understanding of 
the reasons for these intermodal differences (Clark et al., 2008). Instead, what is gained from these 
studies is the different types of hydrological behaviour that can be simulated from the differences in 
model structures used (Slater et al., 2001). 
 
FLEXIBLE MODEL STRUCTURES 
Hydrological model development has largely been in favour of a 'one-size-fits-all' approach, which 
aims to find one model structure that is applicable to all catchments (Fenicia et al., 2011). However, 
it seems unlikely that the fundamental hydrological processes are the same in all catchments 
globally. Therefore, there has been a growing interest in flexible model structure frameworks, which 
give the modeller the option of adapting the model, and processes that are represented, to the 
catchment of interest. 
 
Flexible structure methodologies use many different model structures and components (Clark et al., 
2011) to assess parametric, structural and data uncertainties (Wagener et al., 2001; Krueger et al., 
2010; Smith and Marshall, 2010) analyse how structural decisions affect the representation of 
hydrological behaviour (Staudinger et al., 2011) and determine what controls the choice of structure 
regarding catchment characteristics (Lee et al., 2005). Due to considerable uncertainty, and a lack 
of unified theories of hydrology at a catchment scale (which has been observed by commentators, 
e.g. Sivapalan, 2005; McDonnell et al., 2007; Troch et al., 2009; Clark et al., 2011), there are many 
combinations of model structure and parameter sets that can be considered hypotheses of the real 
world (Buytraert and Beven, 2011). Flexible model structures have the capacity to compare multiple 
parameterisations and correlate the differences in model performance with specific components of 




There are a number of examples of existing flexible hydrological modelling frameworks in the 
literature. One example is the Framework for Understanding Structural Errors (FUSE; Clark et al., 
2008). Using four 'parent' lumped conceptual models, the modeller can build multiple hydrological 
models using different combinations of processes from these, and therefore can test different 
hypotheses about catchment functioning and behaviour. In the application of FUSE by Clark et al. 
(2008), the model's structure was found to be of the same importance as the parametrisation. 
Another example is the Rainfall-Runoff Modelling Toolbox (Wagener et al., 2002). This framework 
was developed for the identification of parsimonious, lumped model structures. It’s based on a 
modular structure, consisting of a moisture accounting module and a routing module, and different 
approaches can be taken to represent these modules. These different representations can be used 
to test different hypotheses of catchment functioning. SUPERFLEX (Fenicia et al., 2011) is a flexible 
framework that is based on generic ‘building blocks’ that represent conceptual stores in the model 
domain. These components are a reservoir element, a lag function element, and a junction element. 
These are generalised, and within the modelling framework can be arranged to represent different 
flow configurations and alternative hypotheses of catchment functioning. The Structure for Unifying 
Modelling Alternatives (SUMMA, Clark et al., 2015b) is based on a set of conservation of mass and 
energy equations which are the structural core of the modelling framework. SUMMA’s model domain 
covers the atmospheric zone above the vegetation canopy through to the river channel, and includes 
the dominant biophysical and hydrologic processes of catchments. Within this framework, the 
different physical processes occurring in catchments can be represented in different ways, and these 
can be organised in different spatial configurations that represent different hydrologic connectivities 
in the landscape.  
 
Flexible structure modelling studies highlight the crucial research question within hydrology of 
advancing our knowledge and understanding of the complexity of the relationship between model 
structure, catchment properties and associated hydrological behaviour. 
 
2.4. LARGE SCALE HYDROLOGICAL MODELLING IN DATA SCARCE REGIONS 
There are a number of challenges that hydrologists face when attempting to model at large-scales 
in data-scarce regions of the world. The heterogeneity of catchment properties across large model 
domains is difficult to account for in model structures and parameter sets. At large scales, the 
hydrological processes occurring are of increasing complexity, and building a hydrological model 
that can capture this, and maintain computational efficiency, is difficult. Data-scarcity means that 
these heterogeneities in factors such as soils, land use, geology, etc. cannot be characterised in 
model structures to represent many of the world’s river basins (Arnell, 1999; Doll and Siebert, 2002; 
Fekete et al., 2004; Decharme and Douville, 2006; Guntner, 2008; Hunger and Doll, 2008; Peel et 
al., 2010; Widen-Nilsson et al., 2009). Therefore, hydrological modelling studies are needed in these 
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data scarce regions of the world in order to test hypotheses of catchment functioning using the limited 
available data and knowledge to inform decisions.  
 
The Niger basin in West Africa is a large river basin (third largest on the African continent) with very 
few ground observational data. It has a diverse hydro-climatic regime across the basin, with a very 
distinct seasonal cycle. There are also large inter-annual variabilities in precipitation and river 
discharges. This makes the Niger basin an ideal location to evaluate model performance in large 
and data scarce locations, and to test hypotheses of hydrological behaviour, and the relationship 
this has with model structural choices and parameterisations.  
 
2.4.1. HYDROLOGICAL MODELLING IN THE NIGER BASIN 
THE NIGER RIVER   
With a surface area of 2.27 million km2 shared by ten countries, and a population of around 100 
million people (George Golitzen et al., 2005), the Niger River basin is one of the most important river 
basins in Africa, with many of the Western African economies depending on it. The river supports 
many important uses, such as irrigation, fisheries, proving drinking water, and generating 
hydropower (Zwarts et al., 2005; Zwarts, 2010). As the Niger Basin spans such a large area, it also 
encompasses diverse environmental and climatic areas. Precipitation varies across the basin from 
approximately 2100 mm/yr in the headwaters in Guinea, to around 250mm/yr in the northern regions 
in the Sahelian belt (Thompson et al., 2016). Potential evapotranspiration is also highly variable, 
ranging from around 1800mm/yr in the headwaters, to around 2150mm/year in the north (Thomspon 
et al., 2017). River flows in the Niger have a distinct seasonal regime, with very low flows during the 
dry season compared to the very high flows that characterise the wet season (Zwarts et al., 2005). 
The countries that are located in the Niger River basin are also particularly vulnerable to climate 
change (Amadou et al., 2014; Aich et al., 2016) and the intensification of the hydrological cycle. This 
is a great concern for the countries that are located in the Sahel, as they are extremely dependant 
on the water from the river for their economies (George Golitzen, 2005). All of these features make 
this river of interest to hydrologist to study, both in terms of its dynamic hydro-climatic variability and 
for the importance of water resources management.  
 
MAIN FINDINGS AND RESULTS IN PREVIOUS WORK RELEVANT TO THIS STUDY 
There are a number of examples of studies that have successfully applied different hydrological 
models to the Niger basin. A range of hydrological models have been used, and the main objective 
of these studies varies across the literature from predictions of discharge to climate change impact 
on future flooding. Some examples of these modelling studies are summarised in Table 2.2.  
 
One of the main similarities between the studies that are summarised is that the hydrological models 
used do well to simulate the dynamics of the observed discharge, but find difficulty when predicting 
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the magnitude of peak flows. The conclusion that is drawn is that there are missing processes that 
are important to the Niger basin in the model structures. One of the processes that is assumed to be 
underpredicted in many of these modelling studies is evapotranspiration (Schuol and Abbaspour, 
2006; Dadson et al., 2010; Andersson et al., 2017a). In the studies where model performance has 
been improved, the model structure and representation of processes has been modified to include 
hydrological characteristics of the Upper Niger. For example, flood inundation modules have been 
added to represent the Inner Niger Delta, a large seasonal wetland at the downstream region of the 
Upper Niger. In high flood years, this floodplain can be as large as 40,000km2, and this large area 
of surface water is an  source of a large amount of additional evaporation in this region.  
 
Another common feature of these hydrological modelling studies is that in all but a few, model 
simulations are produced with a monthly time step. Monthly time steps are usually easier to 
reproduce ‘good’ model simulations when evaluated against the observed data (e.g. Dadson et al. 
(2010) achieved NSE scores of 0.7; Huang et al. (2017) obtained satisfactory results, with thresholds 
in NSE of 0.7; Thompson et al. (2017b) achieving ‘very good’ or ‘excellent’ model performance 
defined by NSE). This is due to the smoothing of the daily dynamics occurring in the catchment. 
However, being able to predict daily discharge is an important aspect of hydrological modelling, as 
these predictions are used in many practical applications, such as flood and drought risk 
assessments and operational forecasting.  
 
Most of the modelling studies in the Niger summarised in Table 2.2 look just at peak river flows. This 
is common in hydrological modelling studies, however, being able to produce simulations of low river 
flows is just as important. Low flow periods and droughts have a drastic effect on the availability of 
water supplies for many uses, such as irrigation, drinking water, hydro-electric power generation, 
and ecosystem maintenance (Staudinger et al., 2011). Also, being able to produce both high and 
low flows with a singular hydrological model is useful for practical applications, as only one model 
needs to be set up and evaluated. It is also a more powerful test of model performance when 
assessing capacity to model low and high flows.  
 
This also links with another common feature of these studies in the Niger basin – model performance 
is only evaluated with one performance metric. All studies use Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) as 
the objective function with which to evaluate model simulations against observed discharge. This is 
a widely used metric in the literature to assess the predictive power of hydrological models, as it is 
simple to implement and allows for comparability across studies. However, the use of this as a 
singular performance evaluation measure has been criticised (e.g. Oudin et al., 2006; Schaefli and 
Gupta, 2007). NSE scores are sensitive to the extremes in data and outliers (McCuen et al., 2006), 
and therefore is able to identify simulations that are good at capturing high flows. In order to produce 
a more robust evaluation of a model’s skill at predicting river flow, a multi-metric criteria may be 
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required (Wagener and Gupta, 2005; Winsemius et al., 2009; Ritter et al., 2013; Hrachowitz et al., 
2014; Beck et al., 2016).  
 
In this study, a flexible hydrological modelling framework is applied to the Upper Niger basin. 
Simulations are produced and evaluated at a daily time-step and a multi-metric evaluation criteria is 
used to assess the model’s ability to reproduce different aspects of flow. Multiple global datasets are 
used to investigate the uncertainty of these as inputs for hydrological modelling studies, and the 
effect that their associated errors have on simulated river flow. The model structure was adjusted to 
test hypotheses of basin functioning, and evaluate the performance when different dominant 








Table 2.2. Summary of selected hydrological modelling studies in the Upper Niger basin and the main findings and results.  
Reference  Study objectives Model Input data Timestep 
and period 
Main findings/results 
Dadson et al., 
2010 
1. Add inundation module within land-
surface model 
2. Evaluate model over Inner Niger 
Delta 
3. quantify effects of wetland inundation 





0.5 degree regular 






Model managed to capture main features of 
observed flow and inundation patterns. However, 
overprediction in modelled discharge by 41%, 
suggested due to human abstractions and 
underestimation of evaporation. Model efficiency 
defined by NSE score was 0.70.   
Pedinotti et 
al., 2012 
Evaluate the ability of the ISBA-TRIP 
continental hydrological model to 
represent the key hydrological 






and linear deep 
aquifer reservoir, 







Model provides a good estimate of the surface 
water dynamics, even with a relatively simplistic 
channel routing scheme. Flooding scheme 
increases evaporative model losses, reducing 
discharge downstream from Inner Delta.  
However, model struggle to simulate low flows 
and the annual peaks.  
Huang et al., 
2017 
Multi-model ensemble of 9 regional 
hydrological models in 12-large-scale 
river basins, including the Niger. 











None of the hydrological models were able to 
provide satisfactory results for the Niger basin 
(when models were evaluated using NSE, with a 
threshold of 0.7). The simulated extreme low 
flows had a larger bias compared to high flows. 
Overestimation in flood peaks in the Niger basin 
for most of the applied model. 
Andersson et 
al., 2017a, b 
a. test a framework for improving 
process-oriented hydrological models 
that are applied to another region that 
was first developed for, i.e. HYPE for the 
Niger basin, when originally developed 
for Sweden. 
b. used improved model to estimate 
peak river flow statistics and test model 
capacity for forecasting predictions.  
HYPE, divides 
basin into smaller 
sub-basins  
WATCH 
forcing data  
Daily, 1979-
2009 
Niger-HYPE1.0: evaluated and was found to 
have inadequately described physical 
processes. Model originally developed for 
Sweden. Could not simulate magnitude of daily 
flow dynamics. NSE -1 in all sub-basins.  
Niger-HYPE2.0: process refinements for 
evaporation, flood and river-atmosphere 
exchanges. Model simulated peak discharge 





Assessing future river flows and flood 
extents in the Upper Niger and Inner 
Niger Delta under a changing climate. 
Evaluates hydrological model for input 
to GCM for uncertainty analysis due to 



















Model includes inundation extents, and module 
that represents Selingue, Dam and Markala 
Barrage. Model found to perform well for the 
calibration period (1950-1976), NSE for 
validation period (1961-1990) being 'excellent' or 
'very good'. Overestimation of seasonal peak 
discharged common across the simulations. 
Suggest the reason for this may be the changes 





West Africa selected as case study for 
analysis of a large-scale hydrological 
SWAT model. Aim to address some 
calibration and uncertainty issues when 
using SWAT at large scales. Part of 
case study in larger project to quantify 









NSE results for the upper Niger for calibration 
and validation periods were between 0 and 0.7. 
Conclude that not all processes that are 
important for the Niger in model. Processes 
concluded as being large reservoirs and Inner 
Niger Delta delaying runoff and contributing to 
higher evaporative losses.  
Dezetter et al., 
2008 
Investigation to find the best 
combination of hydrological model and 
data for catchments in West Africa 
including Niger basin. Used 3 PET grids, 





and WBM, 0.5 
degree resolution  
CRU gridded 
precipitation, 
three PET grid 
generated 




Analysis shows models not very sensitive to 
different PET grids, but much more sensitive to 
soil grids. Concluded difficult to define single 
data-model combination for runoff simulation in 
West Africa, including Niger Basin. Also found for 





In the following section, the evaluation methodology for the hydrological modelling framework, 
DECIPHeR (Dynamic fluxEs and ConnectIvity for Predictions of HydRology, Coxon et al., 2018) 
application to large and data sparse regional domains, using the Upper Niger and Inner Niger Delta 
as a case study, is described. Firstly the study location is described. This is then followed by a 
description of the modelling framework, and the experimental design for this study. Lastly, the input 
data used to force the hydrological model are described and discussed.  
 
3.1. HYDROLOGY OF THE NIGER RIVER BASIN 
The Niger River basin is located in Western Africa. Approximately 4200km in length, it is the largest 
river in western Africa, and the third largest on the African continent (Olomoda, 2002; Pedinotti et 
al., 2012), and has more than 100 million inhabitants within the 2.27 million km2 basin area (World 
Bank, 2005). The basin spans across ten countries, with the largest sections in Mali, Niger and 
Nigeria, each contributing approximately 25% to the total basin area (Olomoda, 2002; Zwarts et al., 
2005). The area of the basin in Guinea and Ivory Coast together only make up 5.3% of the total 
catchment area, however, as these are the locations of the sources and headwaters of the Niger 
River, they play a crucial role in defining the hydrology of the basin. The Inner Niger Delta is a key 
feature of the Niger Basin. This is a large (one of the largest in Western Africa) flooplain wetland, 
which can have an inundation area of approximately 40,000km2 (Zwarts, 2010). The volume of water 
that enters Mali downstream of Guinea is actually greater than that enters Nigeria from Niger, 
approximately 1800km downstream (Zwarts et al.. 2005). This reduction in river flow is mainly due 
to the decline in runoff in the Inner Niger Delta, caused by large amounts of evaporation and the lack 
of runoff from the left bank of the river in Mali and Niger, as this is in the Sahara desert (Zwarts et 
al., 2005).  
 
The Niger River basin has four main sub-regions, which are defined by their very different 
hydrological and/or climatic characteristics (Aich et al., 2016). This study focuses on the Upper Niger 
and Inner Niger Delta, as this stretch of the river has the most dynamic and variable hydro-climatic 
regime. Figure 3.1 shows the Upper Niger basin’s location, the gauging stations in the catchment, 
the location of the Inner Niger Delta, and the major dams that were in operation during the simulation 
time period of this study.  
 
CLIMATE VARIABILITY OF THE UPPER NIGER BASIN 
The Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone controls the climate of this region, and therefore defines the 
hydrological characteristics of the rivers (Zwarts, 2011; Thompson et al., 2017). Mean annual rainfall 
across the Upper Niger Basin and Inner Niger Delta varies from approximately 2100 mm in the 
headwaters in Guinea, 1500mm in the Upper Bani (one of the major tributaries of the Upper Niger 
basin), to around 250mm in the downstream areas of the basin of the Inner Niger Delta (Thompson 
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et al., 2016). Precipitation in the Upper Niger Basin is extremely seasonal; precipitation peaks in 
August across the region, but the annual wet season varies from 8 months (March-October) in the 
headwaters, to 3 months (July-September) in the Inner Niger Delta. The annual dry period is 
characterised by very little or no rainfall (Liersch et al., 2013). The inter-annual variability in 
precipitation is also large, but with a decline being reported since the 1970s (Zwarts et al., 2005; 
Mahe et al., 2009; Louvet et al., 2011). Spatial variation in potential evapotranspiration (PET) has a 
similar spatial variation, but the Inner Niger Delta experiences higher volumes of evaporation 
compared to the upstream headwaters. Thompson et al. (2016) report these volumes as 
1800mm/year in the upstream regions, increasing to around 2150mm/year in the Delta area (PET 
was based on the Hargreaves method (Hargreaves and Samani, 1982) and using CRU TS 3.0 data 
(Mitchell and Jones, 2005).   
 
RIVER FLOW VARIABILITY OF THE UPPER NIGER BASIN 
River flows in the Upper Niger basin are also very seasonal, with large amounts of inter-annual 
variability, much like precipitation. There is a declining trend in annual discharge volumes and is 
reported to likely be caused by a combination of the reduction of baseflow in the basin, due to 
declining annual precipitation  (Mahe, 2009), and changes in land use in the area (Aich et al., 2016). 
Water levels in the basin’s rivers begin to rise with the start of the annual wet season, and discharges 
upstream of the Inner Niger Delta peak in September (Zwarts et al., 2005). The annual flood can 
take 3-4 months to pass through the Inner Niger Delta, therefore discharge peaks downstream in 
November or December (Sutcliffe and Parks, 1989, John et al., 1993). River discharge is 
substantially reduced by evaporation from the Inner Niger Delta, which is a seasonally inundated 
wetland, formed of an extensive network of lakes, streams and swamps (Zwarts et al., 2005; Liersch 
et al., 2013). Mahe et al. (2009) reports that the mean annual loss of river flow in this area is 
approximately 40%. These losses, as expected, are much larger during wetter years where there is 
extensive inundation, and smaller during dry periods (Zwarts and Grigoras, 2005; Mahe et al., 2009). 
 
INFLUENCE OF GROUNDWATER IN THE UPPER NIGER BASIN 
Groundwater can often have a strong influence on the hydrology of river basins. However, there is 
variability in the evidence of the degree of control that terrestrial water storage has in the Upper 
Niger basin (Werth et al., 2017). In the headwaters of the basin, groundwater aquifers are shallow 
and local with very little recharge potential, whereas in the Inner Niger Delta region, there are 
significant aquifers present (Further information on global groundwater aquifers are collected by the 
World-wide Hydrogeological Mapping and Assessment Program; WHYMAP, www.whymap.org). To 
investigate the role that aquifers have in defining the groundwater storage in the Inner Niger Delta, 
a comparison between the stable isotope composition of river water and groundwater was made 
(Fontes et al., 1999, p.199). It was demonstrated what while groundwater recharge may have 
occurred during the extensive flooding during wetter periods that characterised the Holocene, the 
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recharge rates of today’s climate are extremely low relative to the rainfall and evaporation in the 
region (Fontes et al., 1999; Dadson et al., 2010).  
 
ANTHROPOGENIC ACTIVITIES AND INFLUENCE IN UPPER NIGER BASIN  
There is also a large anthropogenic influence on the river flows of the Upper Niger. A number of 
water management schemes have been implemented in this region. There are three dams in the 
Upper Niger basin, which partially regulate the flow. The Sotuba dam has been in operation since 
1929. It is a small hydropower dam, just downstream of Bamako. However, it has only a small 
reservoir, and its impacts on the hydrological characteristics of the Upper Niger are limited (Zwarts 
et al., 2005). The much larger Sélingué dam has been in operation since 1982 and is located on the 
Sankarani tributary. This dam has much larger effects on the hydrological regime of the Upper Niger, 
as Zwarts et al. (2005) have reported that it reduces peak flows at Koulikoro by 10-20% and 20-30% 
in wet and dry years, respectively. The dry season releases are significant and intend to maintain 
the downstream flows. The Markala Barrage diverts river flow from the main channel for irrigation on 
the Office du Niger project. Zwarts et al. (2005) suggest that these diversions are a small percentage 
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Figure 3.1. Map of the Upper Niger basin, including the gauging stations and major dams in operation in 
the study time period. The Inner Niger Delta is also highlighted.  
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3.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
3.2.1. DECIPHeR 
DECIPHeR (Dynamic fluxEs and ConnectIvity for Predictions of HydRology, Coxon et al., 2018) is a 
flexible hydrological modelling framework for uncertain flow simulation and prediction at catchment 
to continental scales. It builds on the key concepts of Dynamic TOPMODEL, originally developed by 
Beven and Freer (2001a). Dynamic TOPMODEL has mostly only been applied to single catchments. 
Previously, hydrological modelling studies were constrained by a lack of hydrological datasets and 
computing power. However, recent advancements in the availability of global open-source datasets 
and high-performance computing has allowed for the development of flexible hydrological modelling 
frameworks that can represent small scale features of catchments and can produce large ensembles 
of discharge predictions at a range of scales. DECIPHeR can be applied from catchment to 
continental scale and is a flexible, computationally efficient modelling framework that can be adapted 
for specific hydrologic settings or data availability.  
 
The DECIPHeR modelling framework has so far only been demonstrated for use in large scale 
applications in the initial model evaluation in the UK – a data rich and well gauged location. 
Therefore, to evaluate model performance in large and data scarce river basins, DECIPHeR is 
applied to the Upper Niger Basin in this study. This is a suitable location for investigating model 
performance and for highlighting areas for future model improvement and development as the data 
available in this basin is from global open-source datasets and there are highly varying hydroclimatic 
conditions from upstream to downstream, as described in Section 3.1.  
 
There are a number of key features of DECIPHeR which make it a suitable hydrological modelling 
framework for the Upper Niger Basin. Firstly, the model build can be fully automated, which allows it 
to be applied across large scales easily. Secondly, DECIPHeR is a flexible modelling framework, 
which allows for experimentation and hypothesis testing of different basin functioning by using 
different models structures and parameterisations to represent this. This flexibility is an especially 
valuable attribute in river basins, such as the Upper Niger, where there are few or no ground 
observations and measurements to inform us about catchment functioning and processes. 
DECIPHeR is also computationally efficient and has the capacity to run large ensembles for 
uncertainty analysis and hypothesis testing. Finally, DECIPHeR uses hydrological response units 
(HRUs) to group together regions in the study location that have similar characteristics and attributes. 
These parts of the landscape maintain hydrological connectivity and can be mapped back into space.  
 
HRUs are used to discretise the model domain in the DECIPHeR framework, instead of using gridded 
or fully distributed approaches, which are much more computationally demanding. The user can 
choose to split the landscape up in any configuration, with any level of spatial complexity, that they 
wish/see fit for purpose. To define similarity within the landscape, user supplied data is used, for 
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example different catchment characteristics, such as topography, geology, land use, soils, and/or 
spatially varying inputs, such as rainfall and evapotranspiration. This means that areas across the 
catchment that share the same landscape attributes and/or climatic variability will be grouped 
together, and treated homogenously in the rainfall runoff modelling. This minimises model simulation 
times, and allows for this flexible modelling framework’s computational efficiency.  
 
There are two key stages in the DECIPHeR framework: 1) A digital terrain analysis (DTA) is carried 
out to define the gauge network, river network and river routing, define the HRUs and discretise the 
model domain, and to specify the spatial heterogeneity and hydrological connectivity within the 
catchment, and 2) this model domain is then run in the rainfall-runoff model to simulate flow 
timeseries at the user specified locations. These two stages are described in the following sections 
and how they were implemented for the Upper Niger basin.  
 
3.2.2. DIGITAL TERRAIN ANALYSIS 
In DECIPHeR, the model domain is built in the DTA. This is critical as it defines the HRUs, 
characterises hydrological connectivity in the landscape, and to set up the river network and routing 
scheme from which flow timeseries will be outputted. The minimum data requires for the DTA is a 
digital elevation model (DEM) and XY locations of where simulated discharge is required during the 
rainfall-runoff stage. These locations can be any gauged or ungauged points on the river network. 
There is the option for additional data to be incorporated in more data rich areas and depending on 
the objectives of the modelling study. These include geology, land use, land cover, soil types, and 
climatic variables. Figure 3.2 summaries the key steps in the DTA with examples of the outputs for 
the Upper Niger basin.  
 
DIGITAL TERRAIN ANALYSIS FOR THE UPPER NIGER BASIN  
To run the DTA for the Upper Niger basin, the global gridded MERIT DEM (Yamazaki et al., 2017) 
was used. This is the most accurate DEM that is available for the region, at approximately 90m 
resolution at the equator. It was developed by removing major errors, including absolute bias, stripe 
noise, speckle noise and tree height bias using multiple satellite datasets and filtering techniques, 
from existing DEMs, NASA SRTM3 DEM (Farr et al., 2007) and the JAXA AW3D (Tadono et al., 
2015). It was found that previous DEMs were misrepresenting the topography in many of the world’s 
major river basins, including the Niger (Yamazaki et al., 2017), and therefore this new DEM has 
improved the accuracy in these regions. This DEM was also pit and sink filled in order to remove any 
flat areas and maintain important topographic features before running in the DTA.  
 
A river network for the Upper Niger basin was built in the DTA that matches the flow direction of the 
DEM. This is generated from a list of headwater cells in the model domain that are then routed 
downstream via the steepest gradient, where all rivers will connect to the boundary of the DEM. As 
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there was no reference river network from which these headwater cells could be derived for the 
Upper Niger basin, these headwater cells were identified from the DEM by calculating topographic 
index and accumulated area for the whole of the model domain. Thresholds in these values where 
applied (i.e. cells that have values higher than the threshold in both variables is classified as a river 
cell) in order to generate the river map. A trial and error approach to choosing these threshold values 
was used. The river map generated with different thresholds was inspected each time, and the 
values that produced the most reasonable river network were chosen. These values were deemed 
to be most optimal for thresholds of 15 for topographic index, and 1200000 for accumulated area. 
 
The next stage was to identify the locations on this generated river network where simulated flow 
timeseries is to be outputted. The locations used were the XY coordinates for the gauging stations 
on the Upper Niger basin that had the longest daily discharge records, with observation periods that 
overlapped with each other. In total, there are seven gauging stations that met these criteria, and 
the location of each of these gauges can be seen in Figure 3.1. The best candidate cell in the river 
network was chosen for each of these gauges by using a search radius of 2km. This search radius 
was set to be wider than the default of 500m in the DTA code as this river basin is very large. The 
closest river cell was chosen for each gauge. Catchment masks were then created for each of these 
gauges.  All river cells are then linked together to build the routing tree, and this forms the basis of 
the river network that is used in the rainfall-runoff modelling stage. 
 
The final stage of the DTA is to classify the HRUs in order to discretise the model domain. For the 
Upper Niger basin, topographic information and spatially varying inputs were used to define 
hydrological similarity across the landscape. This is due to the lack of available data in the region for 
different catchment characteristics, such as geology, soil types, land use etc, and also to maintain 
computational efficiency in such a large river basin. A 0.5°x0.5° rainfall and PET grid was used to 
represent the climatic variability across the Upper Niger basin, and three equal percentiles of slope 
and accumulated area, as calculated from the DEM, were used to define similarity within the basin. 
In total, 1843 HRUs were classified from the input data. Figure 3.3 shows how the HRUs were 
determined for the Upper Niger basin.  
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Figure 3.2. Processing steps for the Digital Terrain Analysis (DTA). Examples of outputs at each step 







  Figure 3.3. Digital Terrain Analysis for the Upper Niger basin. Hydrological response units are determined by topographic data, gridded 
















































3.2.3. RAINFALL RUNOFF MODELLING  
On completion of the DTA, the second key stage in the DECIPHeR framework is rainfall-runoff 
modelling. HRUs that have been classified in the DTA are run in the hydrological model to produce 
simulated flow timeseries at the chosen points in the model domain. The model parameters and 
model structure will be described in the following sections.  
 
MODEL PARAMETERS 
DECIPHeR can be run using either a default value for each parameter across all HRUs for all 
timesteps or using Monte-Carlo sampling of a parameter space between user defined upper and 
lower boundaries. In the DTA, the user is given the option for how these parameters will be 
implemented in the rainfall-runoff model simulations. For the simplest case, parameters are applied 
homogenously across the model domain. There is also the option to experiment with different 
parameter values in different parts of the landscape. There are seven parameters currently used in 
the model. These parameters are given, with a description of their function, in Table 3.3.  
 
Table 3.3. Seven parameters are used in the hydrological model. Parameter names, units and a 
description are given. 
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION 
SZM [m] Form of the exponential decline in conductivity 
Ln(T0) [m2 h-1] Effective lateral saturated transmissivity  
SRmax [m] Maximum root zone storage  
SRinit [m] Initial root zone deficit  
CHV [m h-1] Channel routing velocity 
Td [m h-1] Unsaturated zone time delay 
Smax [m] Maximum effective deficit of subsurface saturated zone 
 
MODEL STRUCTURE 
The current DECIPHeR model formulation implements a single model structure for each HRU. Figure 
3.4 shows a conceptual diagram of the initial model structure, described in Coxon et al. (2018), which 
is implemented for each individual HRU. The model parameters are summarised in Table 3.3, and 
the stores and fluxes are summarised in Table 3.4.  
 
The model structure has three stores: the soil root zone (SRZ), the unsaturated zone (SUZ), and the 
saturated zone. The hydrological model code loops through all HRUs, starting off with the soil root 
zone. Precipitation is added directly to the soil root zone. If the soil root zone is at field capacity (i.e. 
it is full, and this is determined by the value of parameter SRmax, which defines what the maximum 
storage in the soil root zone can be), then the excess is transferred to the unsaturated zone. Actual 
evapotranspiration (AET) is calculated for each HRU and is taken directly from the soil root zone, 
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and this will vary across the basin depending on the spatially varying input PET data. It is calculated 
as a proportion of the water storage in the soil root zone. If the soil root zone is at its maximum 
capacity, then AET is taken at the full potential rate, as defined by the input PET for each timestep. 
If, for example, the soil root zone is 50% full, then AET is taken as 50% of the input PET.  
 
Once the soil root zone has reached its maximum holding capacity, any excess rainfall is routed to 
the subsurface (SUZ). If this store is full, then the excess is added to the saturation excess storage 
(SEX). This store is a combination of the excess of two internal fluxes – the saturated excess flow 
(QEXS) and the precipitation excess flow (QEXUS). QEXS represents infiltration excess overland flow (or 
Hortonian flow), where the rate of precipitation is higher than the rate of infiltration through the soil. 
QEXUS represents saturation excess overland flow, where the soil is saturated and any further 
precipitation immediately produces surface runoff. The saturation excess storage (SEX) becomes an 
internal flux, overland flow (QOF), and this is then routed through the sub-basin to the outlet. If the 
water remains in the unsaturated zone, then it will be routed further through the subsurface (QUZ). 
Recharge from the unsaturated zone to the water table is at a rate proportional to the ratio of 
unsaturated zone storage (SUZ) to storage deficit (SD) and the gravity drainage time delay parameter, 
Td.  
 
The saturated zone is controlled by the changes in storage deficits (SD). The storage deficit for each 
HRU is calculated from the drainage from the unsaturated zone (QUZ), the inputs from upslope HRUs 
(QIN) and downslope flows out of each HRU (QSAT). The distribution of fluxes between HRUs in the 
subsurface is defined by the flow weightings matrix derived in the DTA. Transfer of storage between 
HRUs is calculated using a kinematic wave approximation. This is controlled by the parameter SZM, 
which forms the exponential decline in hydraulic conductivity in the saturated zone. This in turn 
affects the shape of the recession curve and ln(T0) which controls the lateral transmissivity. If 
maximum deficit of the subsurface saturated zone is reached, (i.e. the storage deficit is greater than 
Smax) then there is no downslope flow between HRUs. If the storage deficit is less than zero, then 
any water added to the storage is routed as saturation excess overland flow.  
 
The model produces simulated discharge for each river ID at each timestep. River IDs are 
determined in the creation of the river network during the DTA. A time delay needs to be added to 
this flow as water entering the river channel upstream will exit at the downstream outlet at a slower 
rate than any water that enters further downstream. A fixed channel wave velocity (CHV) is applied 
throughout the network to account for delay and attenuation. This parameter is found to be 





Figure 3.4. Conceptual diagram of the current model structure implemented in DECIPHeR, taken from 
Coxon et al. (2018). The modelling framework allows for flexibility in this structure, and therefore can 
easily be modified by the user for different conceptualisations of the hydrological processes and 
dynamics. All parameters are described in Table 3.3. and stores and fluxes are described in Table 3.4.   
 
 
Table 3.4. Stores, internal and external fluxes in the DECIPHeR models structure. 
 
STORES SRZ Root zone storage m 
 SUZ Unsaturated storage  m  
 SEX Saturation excess storage  m 
 SD Saturated storage deficit  m 
INTERNAL FLUXES QUZ Drainage flux  m ts-1 
 QIN Upslope input flow  m ts-1 
 QEXS Saturated excess flow m ts-1 
 QEXUS Precipitation excess flow m ts-1 
 QOF Overland flow (QEXS + QEXUS) m ts-1 
 QSAT Saturated flow  m ts-1 
EXTERNAL FLUXES P Precipitation m ts-1 
 E Potential evapotranspiration m ts-1 
 QOBS Observed discharge m ts-1 
 QSIM Simulated discharge m ts-1 
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3.2.4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
To initially evaluate DECIPHeR in the Upper Niger basin, the model structure that is used in Coxon 
et al. (2018) was applied to all HRUs in the model domain as a benchmark of model performance. 
Initially, one gridded daily precipitation input dataset was used (MSWEP, Beck et al., 2018), and one 
gridded daily PET dataset was used (GLEAM, Martens et al., 2017), both with spatial resolution of 
0.5°x0.5°. The model was run within a Monte-Carlo simulation framework, where 10,000 parameter 
sets were randomly sampled from an assumed uniform distribution. These parameter sets were 
implemented with spatial uniformity across the whole model domain, i.e. each HRU has the same 
parameter values in all sub-basins. This number of parameter sets was chosen as it provides a 
representative sample of the parameter space and a reasonable model run time (approximately 6 
days for 10,000 parameter sets). However, it should be noted that this is a limiting factor in the 
evaluation of the model. A larger sample of the parameter space would reduce parametric 
uncertainty, but this would largely decrease the computational efficiency of the model in such a large 
river basin. The upper and lower boundaries from which the parameters are sampled from are given 
in Table 3.5 which are the same as used in Coxon et al. (2018), as these limits were chosen to 
represent the highly varying hydroclimatic conditions in a national application of DECIPHeR, and are 
therefore set to be wide to allow for a wide parameter space. For each model simulation, the 
parameter sets were applied homogeneously across all HRUs in the basin and used with a single 
homogenous model structure (which is described in Section 3.2.3).   
 
In previous hydrological modelling studies in the Niger basin, it has been found that model 
performance is sensitive to an underestimation or misrepresentation of evaporation (e.g. Schuol and 
Abbaspour, 2006; Dadson et al., 2010; Anderrsson et al., 2017a). Therefore, two additional gridded 
daily PET input datasets were also used to force the model – ECMWF EartH2Observe (Schellekens 
et al., 2017), and a constructed PET grid based on a simple relationship between daily mean 
temperature and latitude (Oudin et al., 2005), both also with 0.5°x0.5° spatial resolution. Again, to 
explore this representation of evaporation in the model simulations, a second iteration of model 
simulations were produced, where the upper bound for parameter SRmax was increased, to create 
a larger soil root zone. It is hypothesised that this will allow for more AET to be taken from this store. 
This model set-up was run using the same daily precipitation and three daily PET grids, for 10,000 
randomly sampled parameter sets.  
 
Next, a modified model structure was implemented, which incorporates evaporative losses from 
HRUs from the saturated zone to allow for a higher proportion of AET to be taken from HRUs. Figure 
3.5 shows a conceptual diagram of this new model structure. In this modified structure, evaporative 
demands are initially satisfied by the soil root zone, and any residual evaporative demand can then 
be satisfied by the saturated zone. Firstly, the residual evaporative demand is calculated 
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resid_evap = PET – ET 
Where ET is evaporation from the soil root zone. Next, the available storage in the saturated zone 
is calculated 
satstore = Smax – SD 
In order for residual evaporative demands to be taken from the saturated zone, resid_evap and 
satstore must be greater than 0. If this condition is met, satevap is calculated in a similar way at evap 
from the soil root zone, where ET is proportional to how full the store is 
satevap = resid_evap * (satstore / Smax) 
Or if resid_evap = satstore,  
satevap = satstore 
The saturated deficits for each time step are updated and the amount of evaporation at each timestep 
is also updated  
SD = SD + satevap 
ETout = ET + satevap 
This evaporation is then accounted for as an additional negative flux in the kinematic wave 
formulation, to account for the losses from the saturated zone in the transfers of water to downslope 
HRUs. This model structure was run with each of the PET products with the same 10,000 parameter 
sets that were used in the initial model simulations, and then the same 10,000 parameter sets that 
were used in the model simulations with the increased SRmax upper bound.  
 
Table 3.5. DECIPHeR parameter ranges for initial application to the Upper Niger basin. 
PARAMETER UNITS  LOWER BOUND UPPER BOUND 
SZM m 0.001 0.07 
SRmax  m 0.005  0.15 
SRinit m 0 0.01 
Td m hr-1 0.1 40 
CHV m hr-1 250 4000 
Ln(T0) Ln(m2 hr-1) -7 5 





Figure 3.5. Conceptual diagram of the modified model structure to include evaporation from the 


















3.3. INPUT DATA 
The input data requirements for DECIPHeR and the input datasets that were used in this study are 
mentioned in Section 3.2. These datasets will be discussed in more detail in this section.  
 
The data required to force the rainfall-runoff model are a timeseries of precipitation and PET, and 
discharge observations for the initialisation of the model. In this study, data from global open-source 
datasets was used. A simulation time period of 21 years (01/01/1980 – 31/12/2000) was chosen. 
This period covers the dry, drought years that characterised the 1970-80s (Paturel et al., 2007) and 
the period that followed where rainfall in the region began to increase again (Zwarts, 2010). A 
summary of the input data for this application of DECIPHeR to the Upper Niger basin are summarised 
in Table 3.6, with a description of the data manipulation that was required in order for it to be used 





Table 3.6. Data sources and manipulations (pre-processing) made to all data. All hydrological data had 
to be converted to m/day for use in DECIPHeR. 
DATA FOR 
DECIPHeR 
UNITS ADDITIONAL INFO MANIPULATIONS SOURCE 
Topographic data m Terrain elevations at a 
3sec resolution (~90m at 
the equator) 
The relevant 5°x5° tiles 
were mosaicked 
together in ArcMap. 
Converted to UTM zone 
28N coordinates 
MERIT DEM 




Gridded, 0.1° spatial 
resolution, 1979-2016 
Aggregated to spatial 
resolution of 0.5°, 
converted to m/day 







Gridded, 0.25° spatial 
resolution, 1980-2017 
Aggregated to spatial 
resolution of 0.5°, 
converted to m/day 
GLEAM (Martens 




As above As above  ECMWF 
EartH2Observe 




Daily PET estimate based 
on simple relationship 
between daily mean 
temperature and latitude 
Created gridded PET 
with resolution 0.5°, 
from gridded daily mean 
temperature and latitude 
of the grid cells 
(Oudin et al., 2005) 
WATCH forcing 
data 
(Weedon et al., 
2014) 
Daily discharge m3/s Daily mean discharge, 
varying start and end 
dates for gauges across 
basin 






3.3.2. DISCHARGE DATA 
Discharge data was taken from the Global Runoff Data Centre (GRDC, 2018), which operates under 
the authority of the World Meteorological Organisation. This is an international archive of river 
discharge data up to 200 years old, and has allowed for multi-national and global, long-term 
hydrological studies. The aim when the database was created was to facilitate earth scientist’s 
analysis of global climate trends and assess environmental impacts and risks. Daily and monthly 
discharge data is collected for around 9,500 stations in 160 countries, with an average record length 
of 43 years (GRDC, 2018). However, the quality of the discharge data in Western Africa in this 
database has been declining since the 1980s when many hydrometric stations were closed and 
reduced to a minimum (Nkamdjou and Bedimo, 2008).  
 
There are only seven gauging stations in the Upper Niger basin with near complete daily discharge 
data for the simulation period 01/01/1980 – 31/12/2000. Table 3.7 gives the names and station codes 
for the gauges and some of the catchment characteristics of the sub-basin defined by their 
downstream station.Table 3.8 summarises the availability and completeness of discharge records 






Table 3.7. Summary information, in upstream to downstream order, about the gauging stations in the 
Upper Niger basin, taken from GRDC (2018) 
STATION 
NAME 










Guinea 10.33 -10.75 456 3180 1955-2001 
Kouroussa 
1634400 
Guinea 10.65 -9.87 362 14,820 1923-2002 
Banankoro 
1134030 
Mali 11.68 -8.66 329 53,750 1967-2001 
Koulikoro 
1134100 
Mali 12.87 -7.55 290 48,250 1907-2006 
Douna 
1134300 




Mali 13.72 -6.05 274 17,000 1925-2001 
Dire 
1314700 
Mali 16.27 -3.38 256 101,400 1924-2003 
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Table 3.8. Available daily discharge data for gauging stations in Upper Niger basin, and showing the 
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1134700 
                     











Figure 3.6. Flow duration curves for each of the sub-basins, defined by their downstream gauging 




3.3.3. PRECIPITATION DATA 
Precipitation is one of the key drivers of the hydrological cycle, and is a critical aspect in any 
hydrological modelling study (Kidd and Huffman, 2011; Hou et al., 2014). Accurate representation of 
rainfall in models is needed to produce accurate simulations of streamflow (Beven, 2004). The rain 
gauge network in regions outside of developed countries is very sparse, and data records are of low 
quality or incomplete. The development in satellite and remote sensing based observations of 
precipitation has offered a solution to this issue. Global open-source datasets have been established, 
and this has provided hydrologists with the means of modelling in data scarce regions of the world. 
Table 3.9 summarises some of the global datasets that contain precipitation. This table shows that 
there are different data sources for these different global products, and a variety of temporal and 
spatial resolutions, covering a range of different time periods. For the Upper Niger basin, a 
precipitation product that has daily temporal coverage was needed for a more robust evaluation of 
the performance of DECIPHeR. Spatial resolution needs to be as fine as possible in order to capture 
the spatial variability of rainfall patterns across the basin. Multiple-Source Weighted-Ensemble 























Table 3.9. Summary of some of the global datasets that contain precipitation observations, with the 
source of the data and the spatial and temporal resolution.  
DATA SET DATA SOURCE SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL 
RESOLUTION 
REFERENCE 
GPCC Global Precipitation 
Climatology Centre monthly 
precipitation dataset 
Gauge Monthly, 1901-2001 
Global grids: 0.5º, 1.0º, 2.5º 
Beck et al., 2005 
Global Historical Climatology 
Network Daily Database 
Station records Daily, 1861-present.  
Records from approx. 80,000 
stations in 180 countries.  
Menne et al., 2012 
GPCP (Daily): Global 
Precipitation Climatology 
Project-1DD product 
Infrared satellite Daily rainfall globally from 
October 1996. 
1º global grid.  
Pendergrass and 
Hartmann., 2014 
TRMM - Tropical Rainfall 
Measuring Mission 
Satellite 3 hourly from 1998.  
0.25º girid 50ºS-50ºN.  
Huffman et al., 
2007, 2010 
CRU TS3.10 Station records Monthly 1901-2016.  
0.5º global grid. 
Harris et al., 2014 
GPM – Global Precipitation 
Measurement Mission  
Satelitte Half-hourly precipitation 
estimates. 
0.1º gridded data for 60ºN-
60ºS 
NASA, 2011 
NCEP Climate Forecast System 
Reanalysis  
Model reanalysis 6 hourly from 1979. 
0.1º global grid 
Saha et al. 2010 
WFD – Watch Forcing Data Based on ERA-40 3/6 hourly 1901-2001. 
0.5º global grid 
Weedon et al., 2011 
WFDEI – WATCH Forcing Data 
methodology applied to ERA-
Interim Data 
Using ERA-Interim 
reanalysis data  
Daily 1979-2012. 
0.5º global grid 
Weedon et al., 2014 
PERSIANN-CDR – Precipitation 
Estimation From Remotely 
Sensed Information Using 
Artificial Neural Networks – 
Climate Data Record 
Remote sensing  Daily from 1983.  
0.25º grid 60ºS-60ºN 
Ashuri et al., 2015 
MSWEP Retrospective – Multi-
Source Weighted-Ensemble 
Precipitation  
Wide range of data 
sources: gauges, 
satellites, and model 
reanalysis 
3-hourly or daily, 1979-2016 
0.1º global grid 








MULTI-SOURCE WEIGHTED-ENSEMBLE PRECIPITATION 
Multi-Source Weighted-Ensemble Precipitation (MSWEP) is a new global precipitation data set for 
the period 1979-2015 that has been specifically designed for hydrological modelling (Beck et al., 
2018), and was chosen as the rainfall input data for this project for this reason. It also has a higher 
spatial resolution than many other global precipitation data sets, at 0.1°x0.1°. MSWEP was designed 
to address the common issue current global precipitation datasets face, which is not taking 
advantage of satellite and reanalysis data that is available. The initial aim was to merge high quality 
precipitation data as a function of time and space. The long-term mean of MSWEP is based on 
Climate Hazards Group Precipitation Climatology (CHPclim) dataset (Funk et al., 2015), which is a 
global precipitation climatology based on gauging station and satellite data, but are replaced where 
more accurate regional datasets are available. In order to account for gauge under-catch and 
orographic effects, a correction was used by inferring catchment average precipitation for discharge 
measurements at 13,762 gauging stations across the world. The temporal variability was determined 
by calculating weighted averages of precipitation anomalies using seven datasets. Two of these are 
based on the interpolation of gauge measurements (CPC Unified and GPCC), three on satellite 
remote sensing (CMORPH, GSMaP-MVK, and TMPA 3B42RT), and two atmospheric model 
reanalyses (ERA-Interim and JRA-55). For every grid cell, weight assigned to the gauge-based 
estimates is calculates from the density of the gauging network in the region, and the weights 
assigned to the satellite- and reanalysis-based estimates are calculated from the surrounding 
gauges. In order to obtain optimal results, the weights of these different data sources varies spatially 
across the globe (Beck et al., 2017). To determine the quality of the MSWEP dataset, an independent 
precipitation data set from 125 FLUXNET tower stations (global network of micrometeorological 
towers) around the world were used for comparison and validation. MSWEP has also been applied 
in hydrological modelling studies in data sparse catchments (Alijanian et al., 2017; Nair and Indu, 
2017; Shalou et al., 2017) where simulations have obtained good overall performance.  
 
Figure 3.7 shows the spatial variability of mean daily rainfall estimates in MSWEP for the Upper 
Niger Basin for the simulation time period (1980-200), and Figure 3.8 shows the seasonal variability. 
This rainfall data shows a similar spatial pattern as is described in the literature (e.g. Zwarts et al., 

















Figure 3.7. Spatial variability of MSWEP daily mean rainfall estimates (mm/day), 1980-2000.  
 





3.3.4. POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION DATA  
Potential evapotranspiration (PET) is a major component of a catchment’s water balance, and 
therefore this should be a key input to any hydrological model. However, it is common in rainfall-
runoff model studies to use a lumped mean PET that has the same seasonally variability and is 
repeated each year (Oudin et al., 2005) instead of temporally varying PET. This is due to the lack of 
high quality meteorological data needed in most equations to estimate PET. Due to the hydroclimatic 
variability across the Upper Niger basin, PET is considered to be spatially and temporally variable, 
and therefore for this study, spatially varying gridded PET products were chosen. There are also 
large differences in the estimates of land-surface evaporation from current existing methodologies 
(Jimenez et al., 2011; Mueller et al., 2011) and this indicates that evaporative fluxes are one of the 
most uncertain elements of the global water cycle. To assess the uncertainty of different global PET 
products, two different datasets were used, as well as a constructed dataset based on a simple 
relationship between daily mean temperature and extra-terrestrial radiation. Figure 3.9 shows the 
mean monthly PET values, and Figure 3.10 shows the mean annual PET for all sub-basins in the 
model domain. From this figures, it is clear that there are large differences between the datasets, 
both in terms of their intra- and inter-annual variability. These datasets will be described below.  
 
Table 3.10. Summary of some global evapotranspiration datasets, with the spatial and temporal 
resolution 








Land surface model, water and energy 
balance. Uses TRMM and multi-satellite 
precipitation, MODIS and AVHRR Land 
Cover, and Landsat topography 




Rodell et al., 2004 
MOD16 Normalised vegetation Index (NDVI) 
based model. Remote sensing 




Cleugh et al., 2007 
Mu et al., 2007 
Mu et al., 2011 
Fisher et al., 2011 




Based on an energy balance model, 
using Landsat data 
30m globally,  
2011-2016 
Allen et al., 2007 
GLEAM – Global 
Land Evaporation 
Amsterdam Model 
Use the Priestly and Taylor equation, 





Martens et al. 2017 
ECMWF 
EartH2Observe 
Water resource reanalysis data, created 
using an ensemble of 10 land surface 











The Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam Model (GLEAM v3, Martens et al., 2017) is a set of 
algorithms that estimate terrestrial evaporation and root-zone soil moisture from satellite data. 
GLEAM derives the different components of terrestrial evaporation, i.e. transpiration, bare soil 
evaporation, open-water evaporation, interception loss and sublimation (Miralles et al., 2011). Each 
grid cell, at 0.25°x0.25° resolution, is made of four different land-cover types – bare soil, low 
vegetation (e.g. grass), tall vegetation (e.g. trees), and open water (e.g. lakes and rivers). The 
fractions that are assigned to each of these land-covers are sourced from the Global Vegetation 
Continuous Fields product (MOD44B), based on observations from the Moderate Resolution Image 
Spectroradiometer (MODIS), and for open water the product of Tuanmu and Jetz (2014). 
Evaporative fluxes are calculated for each of the land-cover types separately and then aggregated 
to the scale of the grid boxes based on the fractional cover of each type. The Priestly and Taylor 
(1972) equation (see Equation 1) is used to calculate the cover dependent PET (mm/day) based on 
air temperature and net radiation, and this limits the number of spatially-varying surface fields that 
need to be specified and cannot be detected from satellite observations (Miralles et al., 2011) that 







where PET is potential evapotranspiration, λ is the latent heat of water vapour, 𝛼 is a model 
coefficient (for daily calculation was determined to be 1.26 for freely evaporating surfaces; Priestly 
and Taylor, 1972; Stewart and Rouse, 1977), 𝑠 is the slope of the saturation vapour density curve, 
𝛾 is the psychrometric constant, 𝑅  is net radiation, and 𝐺 is soil heat flux.  
 
ECMWF EARTH2OBSERVE 
EartH2Observe “Global Earth Observations for Integrated Water Resource Assessment” is a project 
funded by the European Union (Schellekens et al., 2017). The overall aim is to contribute to the 
assessment of global water resources through the use of new earth observation datasets and 
techniques. Integrating earth observations, in-situ datasets and models, the project constructed a 
daily global water resource reanalysis dataset for the time period 1979-2012, with spatial resolution 
0.5°x0.5°. A number of variables were outputted and form this dataset, and PET is among these. 
The dataset consists of an ensemble of 10 global hydrological and land surface models. These are: 
HTESSEL-CaMa, JULES, LISFLOOD, ORCHIDEE, PCR-GLOBWB, SURFEX-TRIP, SWBM, 
W3RA, WaterGAP3, and HBV-SIMREG. All models are forced with WFDEI (WATCH Forcing Data 
Methodology applied to ERA-Interim reanalysis; Weedon et al., 2014). A large ensemble of models 
was used to mitigate some of the uncertainties that are associated with using a single model from 
the simplification of the representation of spatially heterogeneous processes (Vrugt et al., 2005; 
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Gosling et al., 2010). However, this does not mean that some models do not perform better in specific 
locations, climatic conditions, or for specific variables than others. 
 
TEMPERATURE BASED ESTIMATE OF PET 
Finally, a temperature-based estimate of PET was constructed using a simple relationship between 
temperature and radiation, as devised by Oudin et al. (2005). The method was developed in order 
to combine simplicity and efficiency and make use of available atmospheric variables to represent 






  if Ta + K2 > 0 
PET = 0             otherwise 
 
Where PET is the rate of potential evapotranspiration (mm day-1), 𝑅  is extra-terrestrial radiation (MJ 
m-2 day-1) depending only on latitude and Julian day,  𝜆 is the latent heat flux which is taken to be 
equal to 2.45 MJ kg-1), 𝜌 is the density of water (1000 kg m-3), and 𝑇  is the mean daily air 
temperature. Daily mean temperature was taken from the WFDEI forcing data (Weedon et al., 2014), 
and this is gridded with spatial resolution 0.5°x0.5°. 
 
Oudin et al. (2005) evaluated the performance of a lumped rainfall-runoff model using values from 
27 PET models and their impacts on streamflow simulation for 308 catchments in a wide range of 
climatic zones. The result of this study showed that very simple methods of calculating PET relying 
only on mean daily temperature and extra-terrestrial radiation (inferred from latitude and day of the 






Figure 3.9. Mean monthly PET for each dataset for the time period 1980-2000, in each of the sub-basins 
in upstream to downstream order. 
 
 






3.4. MODEL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
The outputted river flow time series for each group of 10,000 model simulations from each of the 
sub-basins, as defined by their downstream gauging station, were evaluated against observed 
discharge at the seven stations available. In order to produce a robust evaluation of the model’s 
performance across the Upper Niger basin with its spatially varying hydroclimatic characteristics, 
multiple performance evaluation criteria were used. This is so that the model’s ability to capture a 
range of hydrologic responses can be assessed. Three model metrics were chosen. Nash Sutcliffe 
Efficiency (NSE, Nash and Suttcliffe, 1970) is used to assess the model simulations ability to capture 
the timing, shape and magnitude of high flows and peaks in the hydrograph. Percent bias (PBIAS, 
Gupta et al., 1999) is used to evaluate model performance in maintaining overall water balance in 
each of the sub-basins. Bias in low flow volumes (LFVBIAS, Yilmaz et al., 2008) was also calculated 
in order analyse the model simulations ability to capture low flows. These metrics will be discussed 
in the following sub-sections.  
 
NASH SUTCLIFFE EFFICIENCY 
NSE is used to assess the predictive power of hydrological models, and is defined as:  
NSE = 1 - 
∑ (Qobst - Qsimt)
2n
t=1




where Qsim is the simulated flow, Qobs is the observed discharge, Qobs is the mean of the observed 
discharge timeseries, and n is the total timesteps. NSE can range from −∞ to 1, with NSE = 1 being 
a perfect match between the modelled discharge and the observations, and NSE = 0 meaning the 
model simulations are performing with the same skill as the mean observed flow. 
  
There is much debate in the literature concerning the usefulness and strength of NSE as a 
performance metric (e.g. Krause et al., 2005; Schaefli and Gupta, 2007; Moriasi et al., 2007). The 
numerator of the equation above shows that smaller errors will become smaller, and larger errors 
will become larger. This is a major disadvantage of the criterion, as it leads to overestimation or 
underestimation of performance, depending on the model simulations that are being evaluated 
(McCuen et al., 2006; Jain and Sudheer, 2008; Gupta and Kling, 2011). Another of its disadvantages 
is that is uses the observed discharge mean in the calculation of variance. This is because in 
catchments that have highly variable discharges, it leads to overestimation of the performance of the 
model. However, while the limitations are recognised, NSE is a simple model metric which is easy 
to implement and has been used extensively in the literature that allows for comparison between 




PERCENT BIAS  
PBIAS measures the tendency of the simulated flow to be over or under predicted by the model 
compared with the observed data, and is calculated as: 
PBIAS = 







where Qsim is the simulated flow, Oobs is the observed discharge, and n is the number of timesteps. 
The optimal value is 0. Positive values indicate the model is underestimating the bias in the flow, 
and negative values indicate an overestimation. This is a commonly used performance metric for 
quantifying water balance errors in model simulations (Moriasi et al., 2007) and therefore allows for 
intercomparison with other modelling studies that have used this as an evaluation criteria. 
 
LOW FLOW VOLUME BIAS  
The percent bias calculated for specific parts of the flow duration curve can also be calculated, as 
proposed by Yilmaz et al. (2008). To evaluate the model’s capacity to represent low flows, the 
percent bias in low volume flows was also calculated, for flows that exceeded 70% on the flow 
duration curve. 
LFVBIAS = 
∑ [ log(Qsiml) -log(Qsiml
1
l=0.7 )]- ∑ [ log(Qobsl) -log(Qobsl
1
l=0.7 )]




A threshold value for low volume flows was calculated for each of the sub-basins which represents 
flows that have a flow exceedance of 70-100% on the flow duration curve. Each of the model 
simulations was compared with the observed discharge timeseries, and the percent of the time 
where the simulations over or under predict the observations below this threshold was calculated.  
The use of flow signature indices is a way of separating the hydrograph and being able to target 
specific sections that are of interest. However, this metric is not timestep based and therefore does 
not look at the timing of the response of the sub-basins to the reduction in flows at the end of the wet 
season, which is an important aspect of water management. The flow duration curve is calculated to 
show the relationship between observed discharge magnitude and the exceedance probability of 
runoff in catchments (Ley et al., 2016; McMillan et al., 2017). It is a valuable hydrological signature 
of runoff variability and can be used for model performance evaluation and intercomparison with 
other hydrological modelling studies (Vogel and Fennessey, 1994; Yilmaz et al., 2008; Westerberg 
et al., 2011).  
 
These three performance metrics were also combined in order to determine a behavioural ensemble 
of parameter sets. To do this, the scores calculated for each of the evaluation metrics were 
individually ranked in order of best to worst performance. These ranks were then summed for each 
of their corresponding model simulation to get a combined rank. Then these combined ranks were 
sorted in order from lowest to highest. Threshold values for each of the metrics were defined that 
model simulations needed to satisfy in order to be classified as behavioural. These thresholds are 
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based on ranges that have been reported in the literature (e.g. Moriasi et al., 2007). These are NSE 
> 0.5, -10 < PBIAS < 10, and -10 < LFVBIAS < 10. Uncertainty bounds were also calculated within 
a Generalised Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) framework (Beven, 2006). This is an 
example of a methodology used to estimate the uncertainty of model predictions, and is able to 
include multiple metrics within its framework (Beven and Freer 2001b). The basic principle of GLUE 
is that we lack knowledge of how environmental systems work exactly, and therefore this cannot be 
represented perfectly with our hydrological model structures. Due to this inability, there will always 
be several different models that can perform with a similar level of performance, and these 
behavioural models are called equifinal. The methodology uses results that are expressed as a 
probability distribution, and analyses how accurate these representation are of the uncertainty.  
 
The ability of the behavioural simulations to capture the inter- and intra-annual variability was also 
evaluated. This can be characterised by different properties (Gudmundsson et al., 2012). The mean 
annual value is a measure of the water balance in a catchment and can give insight into the long-
term water balance. The difference in the highest to the lowest simulated flow value, or the amplitude, 
is a measure of how pronounced the seasonal cycle of model simulations is when compared to the 
observed flow.  
 
To measure the ability of the ‘behavioural’ simulations to capture the mean annual runoff in the sub-






Where ∆μsim and ∆μobs is the mean annual cycle of behavioural simulations and observations, 
respectively. The optimal value is ∆𝜇 = 0, and absolute values of 1 is a deviation of 100%. To 
measure the ability of the ‘behavioral’ simulations to capture the amplitude of the observed annual 






Where ∆σsim and ∆σobs is the standard deviation of the simulations and the observations mean 
annual cycle, respectively. The ability of the model simulations to capture the monthly means when 









DECIPHeR was set up for the Upper Niger basin with a total catchment area of 371,920km2. Sub-
basin area ranged from 3,214.14km2 to 238,350.7km2. After the digital terrain analysis, there were 
1843 HRUs for the whole catchment area, with 40-558 in each sub-basin. Sub-basins will be 
referenced by their downstream gauging station codes throughout this section, and this information 
can be found in Table 3.7. HRU areas varied from 0.009025km2 to 1810.803km2, with a median of 
82km2 and mean of 183.782km2. One simulation for the 21-year time period for the whole Upper 
Niger Basin takes approximately 3 minutes to run, outputting a simulated flow time series for the 
seven basins used in this study.  
 
4.1. INITIAL RESULTS  
To provide a benchmark of model performance, DECIPHeR was run for the Upper Niger basin using 
the model structure and parameter ranges used in Coxon et al (2018) (described in Section 3.2) and 
using a single forcing dataset consisting of MSWEP global rainfall data (Beck et al., 2018) and 
GLEAM global PET data (Martens et al., 2017). The main objective of this project was to test model 
capacity to be used in large and data sparse river basins, and the initial results can be used to guide 
future model developments and evaluate where the model may require improvements.  
 
The three performance metrics were calculated over the 21 year time period for each of the 10,000 
simulations for each sub-basin. This number of parameter sets was chosen as it provides a 
representative sample of the parameter space and a reasonable model run time (approximately 6 
days for 10,000 parameter sets). Figure 4.11 shows the uncertainty bounds for the top performing 
100 simulations in all sub-basins compared with the observed discharge at each of their downstream 
gauging stations. The simulated discharge is doing reasonably well at capturing the timing and the 
shape of the peaks, increasing in response to the high rainfall of the wet season, however it is hugely 
overestimating the volume of these flows, approximately three times the observed in all sub-basins. 
This is indicated with negative NSE and very large PBIAS scores. For example, the best NSE scores 
in the sub-basins range from -1.62 at 1134300, to -50.62 at 1134700. The best PBIAS scores range 
from 203.19 at 1634200, to 456.35 at 1134250. The model is performing well in terms of capturing 
low flow volumes, with some simulations gaining LFVBIAS scores close to zero, however, these are 
not the same simulations that are achieving the upper NSE and PBIAS scores, as these simulations 
are overestimating the magnitude in sub-basins and missing the timing of the recession in flow 




Figure 4.11. Uncertainty bounds for top 100 performing simulations in all sub-basins using the initial model structure and parameterization with GLEAM 
PET forcing data. 
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This overestimation of peak flow magnitudes is seen for all model simulations for all seven gauging 
stations in the model domain.  
 
To investigate this further, the water balance for each of the sub-basins was calculated using the 
input data used for the initial model simulations. This is summarised in Table 4.11. The gauging 
stations are given in upstream to downstream order.  
 
There is a large surplus of water in the upstream catchments, which indicates that with the current 
input data, the water balance cannot be closed. DECIPHeR maintains mass balance, meaning that 
the volume of water entering the catchment from rainfall can only be lost via evaporation or leaving 
the catchment via the downstream outlet, and therefore water cannot be taken from the system at 
the rate required in order for simulated flow to accurately predict the magnitude of the peaks.  Water 
loss could be due to a number of factors such as uncertainties in the input data, inter-catchment 
groundwater flows and/or human impacts.   
 
Table 4.11. The water balance for each sub-basin, as defined by their downstream gauging station, is 
calculated from the mean annual precipitation, taken from the MSWEP global data, mean annual PET, 
taken from the GLEAM global data, and mean annual discharge measured at the gauging stations. 
Positive values indicate where there is a surplus of water, and negative values indicate where there is 
a deficit. 
 
For the downstream sub-basins, the water balance is negative. This suggests that there is enough 
PET currently estimated in the input data, however it is not being used in the model to correctly 
simulate discharge as there is still substantial over-predictions of flow volumes in these catchments. 
This suggests that there may be issues with the current model structure and/or the parameterisation. 
To explore this further, the proportion of PET that is being taken as actual evapotranspiration (AET) 
for the whole of the simulation time period was investigated for all 10,000 model simulations at each 
of the gauges.  
 
 










1634200 2295.5 684.3 451.2 1160 
1634400 2102.9 805.2 248.8 1048.9 
1134030 1555.9 882.1 266.4 407.4 
1134100 1094.1 928.0 246.4 -80.3 
1134300 710.0 1064.5 63.0 -417.5 
1134250 700.3 1194.4 149.8 -643.9 
1134700 319.9 1227.0 50.9 -958 
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Figure 4.12 shows the relationship between the proportion of PET that is utilised and the parameter 
SRmax, which controls the amount of evapotranspiration that can occur within the basin, as it defines 
how deep the soil root zone is, and therefore how much water can be held in this store. For the 
upstream gauging stations, i.e. 1634200, 1634400 and 1134030, more than 70% of the input PET is 
being taken as AET for most of the simulations, and is as high as 90% for the highest SRmax values. 
This is showing that the model is losing water from the system at almost full potential rate. For the 
downstream gauges, where the water balance is negative, i.e. 1134100, 1134300, 1134250 and 
1134700, a much smaller proportion of PET is being used as AET by the model, approximately 
ranging between 20 and 50%. This is interesting, as noted above, the negative water balance 
suggests that there is enough PET, however it is not being used.  
 
 
Figure 4.12. The proportion of input PET that is taken as actual evapotranspiration (AET) from each 
sub-basin, as defined by their downstream gauging station, for each of the 10,000 model simulations 
for the whole of the simulation period. This is controlled by SRmax, the parameter that defines how 











To further investigate the way that input PET is being treated within the model, the relationship 
between AET and PET, and storage in the soil root zone is shown in Figure 4.13 for one sub-basin, 
1134100, for one simulation using one set of parameters. This sub-basin was chosen as it is one of 
the downstream sub-basins where the calculated water balance is negative, suggesting there is 
enough PET. However, it is not being used as AET at a high enough rate to accurately predict river 
flows. This simulation was chosen as it was the best performing when evaluated using three 
performance metrics. Here, it can be seen that AET can only be taken at almost full potential rate 
during the wet season when the soil root zone has been replenished. This figure may also provide 
insight into why the model simulations seem to perform better during the low flows (seen in Figure 
4.13D). There seems to be almost no rainfall between November and March, meaning there is no 
input into the soil root zone. Consequently, the soil root zone dries out over this period through 
evaporation directly from this store and drainage to the saturated zone, and therefore provides no 
direct overland run-off into streamflow Figure 4.3 also indicates that there is potential for the soil root 
zone to store more water if it were larger, which in turn would allow for more evaporation to take 
place at the full potential rate.  
 
 
Figure 4.13. For a chosen parameter set for one year of the simulation in one sub-basin: A. Mean daily 
precipitation, B. PET and AET removed from the basin by the model, C. Proportion of the soil root zone 
that is being used for storage, D. Comparison of the simulated flow with the observed discharge at 





4.2. INPUT DATA AND PARAMETERIC UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS  
The initial results indicate that there are some fundamental processes in the Upper Niger basin that 
are not currently being represented with the first set of model simulations. The inconsistencies 
between the water balance data for each of the sub-basins and simulated river flows indicated that 
this is potentially due to errors in the input data, parameter sets, model structure, but it is likely a 
combination of these. To explore the uncertainty due to input data, two more PET datasets were 
used to force the model simulations – one global PET product (ECMWF) and a dataset constructed 
based on a simple relationship between mean daily temperature and latitude (referred to as TEMP). 
These datasets are described in Section 3. Table 4.12 summarises the mean annual total PET for 
the three datasets and the water balance for each of the sub-basins. From this comparison, it is clear 
that there is large uncertainty in the input data used. ECMWF PET totals are considerably higher 
than GLEAM, approximately 900 - 1000 mm/year higher in most of the sub-basins. The variability 
within the datasets themselves is very different also. For GLEAM, there is approximately 550 
mm/year difference between the headwater sub-basin, and the most downstream gauge. For 
ECMWF, there is only approximately 200 mm/year difference between the sub-basins with the 
highest and lowest mean annual totals. This difference is even lower for the PET estimate based on 
daily mean temperature, at 100 mm/year. However, this summary table only shows the mean annual 
totals across the whole of the sub-basins.  
 
Table 4.12. Comparison of the mean annual PET estimates and water balance for the sub-basins 
defined by their downstream gauging station for three PET datasets. GLEAM and ECMWF are global 
products, and TEMP refers to PET data that was calculated based on a simple relationship between 














1634200 2295.5 451.2 1758.9 85.4 1339.3 505 
1634400 2102.9 248.8 1734.0 120.1 1342.2 511.9 
1134030 1555.9 266.4 1735.7 -446.2 1351.5 -62 
1134100 1094.1 246.4 1827.8 -980.1 1370.7 -523 
1134300 710.0 63.0 1888.6 -1241.6 1404.0 -757 
1134250 700.3 149.8 1922.8 -1372.3 1391.8 -841.3 








Further analysis of the difference between the PET datasets was conducted by looking at the water 
balance in each of the sub-basins. Figure 4.14 shows the mean monthly water balance in three sub-
basins. Where the rainfall is higher than PET, there is a surplus of water within the catchment, and 
where the PET is higher than the rainfall there is a deficit. All PET datasets produce a deficit during 
the dry season months, and this may indicate why model simulations perform well during low flows. 
However, during the wet season, GLEAM and TEMP estimate PET to be lower than ECMWF and 
produce a large surplus in the water balance in sub-basins. ECMWF estimates mean monthly PET 
to be higher, and in sub-basin 1134250 produces a negative water balance throughout the year. In 
sub-basin 1634200 (the headwater catchment of the basin) monthly mean PET for ECMWF is higher 
than both other datasets but during the wet season mean monthly precipitation is far higher. This is 
to be expected as this particular sub-basin is in the tropical Guinea Highlands, however, the surplus 
of water seems to be so large that with the current model parameterisation and structure, simulations 
with ‘good’ model performance cannot be obtained.  
 
 
Figure 4.14. Comparison of the mean monthly water surplus/deficit in 3 sub-basins, as defined by their 










In addition to the mean annual totals and mean monthly water balance, the spatial pattern and 
variability of the three PET datasets was also analysed. Figure 4.15 shows this spatial variation of 
the mean daily PET across the Upper Niger basin. These spatial maps really highlight how different 
these different datasets are, and really emphasises how large input data uncertainty can be. This is 
particularly important in data scarce locations, such as the Upper Niger basin, where global input 
datasets cannot be extensively evaluated against observations or field measurements. In Figure 
4.15, the spatial pattern for GLEAM is the inverse of that found in the MSWEP precipitation data, i.e. 
estimates are lower in the South-West headwaters and incline as the river moves downstream and 
northward. The variability for TEMP is similar in terms of starting lowest in the south-west and 
gradually increasing towards the downstream outlet. This is to be expected, as this dataset, as 
described above, has been constructed from a relationship between daily mean temperature and 
latitude (Oudin et al., 2005b), and temperatures are higher in the downstream region of the Upper 
Niger basin, where the river flows through the Sahelian belt. The variability in space for ECMWF 
PET is very different in comparison to GLEAM and TEMP. There are some similarities with lower 
estimates in the south and increasing downstream, however the lowest estimates are found at the 








 Figure 4.15. Spatial variability (mean mm/day) for three gridded PET datasets, with spatial resolution 0.5°x0.5°, for the Upper Niger basin. 
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DECIPHeR was run again with the same model structure and 10,000 parameter sets as the initial 
model set up, but with ECMWF and TEMP as PET input data. Model performance was evaluated 
using the same three metrics that were used to measure the performance of the first 10,000 
simulations. Comparison of model performance for the whole ensemble of simulations using these 
metrics is summarised in Figure 4.16. For NSE, model simulations using ECMWF as PET input, 
performance is considerably improved, in terms of both absolute scores and overall interquartile 
range across the simulations. This is likely due to NSEs bias towards peak flows. As ECMWF has 
the highest estimates of PET, this will reduce simulated flow more than the other two PET input data 
sets. This leads to modelled discharge during high flows to be lower than in the initial model 
simulations, and therefore closer to gauged river flow, and obtaining better NSE scores.  
 
A similar result is gained when measuring model performance with PBIAS. As above, simulations 
using ECMWF PET input data are improved in comparison with those using GLEAM and TEMP. 
This is again likely due to the way in which PBIAS is calculated. It measures the likelihood that model 
simulations are over/under predicting observed flows. As ECMWF estimates PET at a much higher 
rate per day, simulated flows are reduced in comparison to those produced by the initial simulations 
using GLEAM, and therefore closer to observations. TEMP PET also improves model performance 
slightly, mainly by reducing the interquartile range of performance scores.  
 
For the LFVBIAS, model performance is very similar for simulations using each of the PET datasets. 
This is likely due to the climatic conditions of the Upper Niger basin and the model dynamics of 
DECIPHeR. For much of the basin, outside of the wet season there is very little rainfall, if any at all. 
Therefore, there is no input into the model domain for these areas during this period. This will create 
a drying of the model domain during this dry period, reducing simulated flows at each of the sub-
basin gauging stations, and therefore performance when evaluated against observations obtains 
‘good’ scores.  
 
Figure 4.16 also shows the difference in performance between the sub-basins. When measuring 
performance with NSE and PBIAS, ECMWF PET data has improved scores in 1134030 and 
1134100 the most. The range of scores for these sub-basins is much smaller in comparison with the 
other sub-basins. Model performance has been drastically improved in sub-basin 1134700, however 






Figure 4.16. Comparison of model performance for all 10,000 model simulation, using the initial model 
set up with three different PET input datasets, for three performance metrics, Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency 








An evaluation of how much AET is being taken in each of the sub-basins using the ECMWF and 
TEMP PET data was also need as a comparison with simulations using GLEAM. Figure 4.17 shows 
the proportion of PET that is utilised as AET for each model simulation for the whole 21-year period 
in each sub-basin, using ECMWF and TEMP data. When compared with Figure 4.12, it can be seen 
that the use of different PET datasets has a large effect on the proportion of input PET that is realised 
as AET in the basin. The largest difference with the initial model simulation can be seen in the 
upstream sub-basins of 1634200 and 1634400. The proportion of PET taken as AET when using 
GLEAM in these sub-basins ranged between 70-90% depending on the value of SRmax. However, 
this range is reduced to 50-70% when using ECMWF and TEMP. This reduction in the proportion of 
PET used as AET in model simulations indicates there is potential for reducing simulated high flow 



















Figure 4.17. Proportion of PET that is used by DECIPHeR as AET for the 21-year simulation period, all 
10,000 model simulations, at each sub-basin as defined by their downstream gauging station.  This is 
compared with SRmax, as this is the parameter that controls the amount of evapotranspiration that 
can occur at each model simulation timestep. 
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Figure 4.12 and 4.17 show that the rate of evapotranspiration is completely dependent on the 
parameter SRmax, which controls the size of the soil root zone (in metres). In the initial model 
simulations, the upper and lower boundary for SRmax from which parameter sets were sampled was 
set at 0.15. This was increased to 0.5 and DECIPHeR was run with the same initial model structure, 
for 10,000 simulations, using each of the PET datasets. Model performance for each set of model 
simulation was evaluated using the same three performance metrics as with the initial model 
structure and parameters. Figure 4.18 shows the comparison in performance for one representative 
simulation at sub-basin 1134100 using the initial model and with SRmax increased, using each of 
the PET input datasets. Model performance is improved when using each of the PET products but 
is most notable for ECMWF. Looking at the hydrograph it is clear that the magnitude of the peak 
flows has been reduced, and NSE scores increased from -0.58 to 0.37 confirms this. The timing and 
shape of the peak is also improved for the ECMWF simulations. However, the timing of the recession 
of the hydrograph and volume of low flows after the wet season is not predicted correctly. This is 
also seen when using GLEAM and TEMP PET too.  
 
 
Figure 4.18. Comparison of initial model performance with model simulations where SRmax has been 
increased for 1985-1990, 5 years of the 21-year simulation period. One simulation at gauging station 
1134100 is used for each of the model setups. Individual performance metric scores are given for each 








The effect of this increase in SRmax on AET and storage in the SRZ is assessed in Figure 4.19 for 
one year of the 21-year simulation period, for one simulation for each of the PET datasets, in sub-
basin 1134100. The pattern of AET that is used in the model simulation is similar in GLEAM and 
TEMP, as there is an almost consistent amount of AET during the dry season and then a rapid 
increase during the wet season to almost full potential rate. Looking at the AET in comparison with 
PET for ECMWF, it seems that there is much potential for more evaporation to be taken at a higher 
rate. In comparison with GLEAM and TEMP, during the wet season AET is being taken at a much 
lower rate, approximately half of the potential rate. This is likely due to the way that evaporation is 
taken from each of the HRUs in the model domain. In the current model structure AET is taken as a 
proportion of PET which is completely controlled by the storage in the soil root zone at each time 
step. For example, if the soil root zone is 50% full, AET is 50% of the PET input at that timestep. So, 
although SRmax controls the amount of water that can be held within the soil root zone as storage, 
if there is not enough rainfall within a sub-basin to fill this soil root zone store, evaporation cannot be 























Figure 4.19. For a representative parameter set for one year of the simulation in one sub-basin: A. 
Mean daily precipitation, B. comparison of input PET (for each PET product) and AET removed from 
















4.3. MODEL STRUCTURAL UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS  
The results presented in the previous sub-sections provide evidence that there is a 
misrepresentation of the key processes that are occurring in the Upper Niger basin. The 
inconsistency between the water balance in the sub-basins, and the simulated discharges points to 
a misrepresentation of evaporation in the basin. Model performance was improved by changing the 
parameterisation to include a larger soil root zone across the basin, but this did not allow for ‘good’ 
performance to be obtained with the evaluation metrics used. Therefore, changes to the model 
structure are needed to improve model simulations in this catchment.  A modified model structure 
was implemented that includes evaporation being taken from the saturated zone (see Figure 3.5). 
How this routine is calculated is described in more detail in Section 3.  
 
4.3.1. OVERALL MODEL PERFORMANCE 
The modified model structure was run with the same 10,000 parameter sets used in the initial model 
simulations and with the same 10,000 simulations with SRmax increased, using each of the PET 
input datasets. Model performance was calculated at each of the gauging stations of the sub-basins 
using each of the evaluation metrics. To look more closely at how the saturated zone evaporation 
routine has affected model performance in each of the sub-basins, thresholds of ‘acceptable’ model 
performance for each of the metrics was defined. These are NSE>0 (i.e. simulations performing 
better than the mean climatology of the catchment), -20 < PBIAS < 20 (i.e. model simulations are 
under/overpredicting observed flows for less than 20% of the time period), and   -20 <  LFVBIAS < 
20 (i.e.  low flow volumes greater than 70% on the FDC are being under/overpredicted for less than 
20% of the simulation period). These threshold values are taken from Moriasi et al. (2007).  
 
Figure 4.20 summarises the percentage of simulations in each of the sub-basins, when using each 
of the input PET datasets and each of the model formulations, that have a score greater than the 
threshold value for each of the three model performance metrics. Simulations when evaluated with 
LFVBIAS manage to obtain acceptable scores in all sub-basins, with all PET, and all model 
formulations. This shows that DECIPHeR is good at simulating low flows across the Upper Niger 
basin. For NSE, model performance in sub-basin 1134300 is improved with satevap added to the 
model structure when using all three PET input. However, it is only model simulations using ECMWF 
and with the satevap routine calculations where other sub-basins are also gaining acceptable model 
performance scores (i.e. 1134030, 1134100, 1134250). A similar result is found for when PBIAS is 
used to evaluate simulation performance. Table 4.13 also summarises the performance scores 
calculated for each model formulation, in each sub-basin with all PET inputs. In this table, only the 
highest scoring simulation is given, and where highlighted, the simulation is over the defined 
acceptable performance threshold values. 
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Figure 4.20. Percentage of simulations, for each model formulation for each model evaluation metric as calculated at 
each gauging station, that are over threshold values for ‘acceptable’ performance – NSE > 0, -20 < PBIAS < 20, -20 < 




Table 4.13. Summary of the performance for the highest scoring simulation when calculated using three evaluation metrics, at each gauging station for 
each of the model formulations, using three PET datasets. Scores that have been highlighted are over the ‘acceptable’ performance threshold – NSE > 0, -







































1134700 NSE -50.62 -15.73 -42.16 -31.53 -3.83 -18.11 -0.29 -0.8 -9.0142 -23.48 -0.28 -5.7074  
PBIAS 447.56 231.76 391.95 332.08 92.996 227.03 267.9 0.0029 72.786 255.1 0.0059 60.309  
LFVBIAS 
 
0.2688 -0.0263 -0.0195 -0.3059 0.0064 -0.0239 -0.0124 -0.0012 0.0006 0.0028 -0.0020 -0.0008 
1134250 NSE -10.74 -1.98 -8.2 -7.52 -0.06 -3.68 -7.38 0.53 -1.6508 -6.04 0.59 -0.7688  
PBIAS 456.35 148.11 264.32 259.33 68.86 180.84 223.7 0.010815 51.886 211.48 -0.0002 48.176  
LFVBIAS 0.6066 0.0024 0.0021 -0.0546 0.00181 -0.0076 -0.0015 -5.6902E-
05 
-0.0020 0.0039 -0.0016 0.0004 
1134300 NSE -1.62 -0.11 -1.59 0.47 0.49 0.53 0.63 0.59 0.61 0.64 0.59 0.61  
PBIAS 164.47 67.08 160.74 -0.09 -0.0058 -40.08 -0.03 -0.0300 -0.0149 0.04 0.0034 0.0069  
LFVBIAS 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - 
1134100 NSE -5.97 -0.58 -4.34 -4.12 0.37 -1.68 -4.02 0.6 -0.5619 -3.19 0.62 -0.0116  
PBIAS 226.53 94.723 189.99 190.27 31.938 120.98 157.11 0.00578 21.28 0.01 -0.0049 12.319  
LFVBIAS 
 
-0.0019 -0.0023 -0.0070 0.00731 -0.0051 0.0065 -0.0009 -0.0007 0.0045 0.0021 -0.0063 0.0008 
1134030 NSE -4.67 -0.49 -3.42 -3.87 0.23 -1.79 -3.78 0.53 -1.0254 -3.33 0.58 -0.5152  
PBIAS 228.19 202.42 190.84 206.03 56.22 142.11 185.21 -0.036527 53.532 181.62 -0.01231 47.862  
LFVBIAS 
 
2.7201 0.0424 0.1781 1.7339 0.0046 -0.0107 0.0035 0.0026 0.0034 0.0045 -0.0001 0.0021 
1634400 NSE -13.98 -4.58 -10.87 -13.02 -2.95 -8.61 -13.39 -1.71 -7.3396 -12.8 -1.41 -6.6876  
PBIAS 369.06 202.42 315.63 354.82 149.06 263.11 342.5 47.05 180.26 340.33 39.872 171.21  
LFVBIAS 
 
3.6572 -2.0942 0.1972 -0.2461 -0.0116 0.1058 0.2734 0.0013 0.0033 0.2789 0.0055 -0.0023 
1634200 NSE -4.59 -0.83 -3.02 -4.31 -0.44 -2.32 -4.46 -0.28 -2.3158 -4.26 -0.15 -1.9689  
PBIAS 203.19 92.569 158.44 194.33 60.694 127.16 187.97 8.7384 87.1 186.98 0.17507 76.976  
LFVBIAS 
 
0.6691 -0.0731 0.2631 -0.6488 -0.0439 -0.0650 0.0063 0.0008 -0.0002 0.0010 0.0013 -0.0008  
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4.3.2. MULTI-OBJECTIVE EVALUATION  
To find a ‘behavioural’ set of parameters and to evaluate model performance when combining all 
three metrics, these scores were individually ranked in order of best to worst performance. These 
ranks were then summed for each of the model simulations to get a combined rank, and then these 
ranks were sorted in order of lowest to highest. Each of the metrics were weighted with equal 
importance when calculating a combined score. In order to evaluate model performance with a multi-
objective criteria, threshold values for each of the metrics were defined in which simulations needed 
to satisfy to be classed as ‘behavioural’. These thresholds are based on ranges found in Moriasi et 
al. (2007) that are used to describe model performance as ‘good’. These thresholds are NSE > 0.5, 
-10 < PBIAS <10, and -10 < LFVBIAS < 10. Uncertainty bounds for the 5th and 95th percentiles in the 
simulated flows were then calculated within a GLUE uncertainty analysis framework,  and compared 
with observed flows in each of the sub-basins where a behavioural ensemble of parameter sets 
could be identified.  
 
Behavioural simulations could only be identified in three sub-basins (1134030, 1134100, 1134250) 
using the model structure that includes evaporation from the saturated zone with the same 
parameterisation as the initial model simulations. Figure 4.21 is a comparison of the simulated flow 
timeseries for four sub-basins, split into upstream sub-basins where model performance is still not 
obtaining acceptable scores, and two downstream sub-basins where behavioural simulations could 
be identified. These simulations are from the saturated evaporation model structure with the same 
parameterisation as the initial model using ECMWF PET forcing data. It is clear that in the 
downstream sub-basins model performance has been drastically improved from the initial model 
implementation. All simulations seem to be able to capture the timing and the shape of the peaks in 
these sub-basins. Low flow volumes and the shape and timing of the recession flows is also captured 
well. In many years in the simulation period, the simulated peak flows are capturing the magnitude 
and volume of the high flows reasonably well, with a few exceptions of overprediction. In the 
upstream catchments, simulations during the dry season are capturing the low flows well. The timing 
and shape of the peaks also seem to capture the observed behaviour well, however, the magnitude 
of the flows is still not being accurately predicted. The simulated flows are also not receding at the 


























UPSTREAM SUB-BASINS DOWNSTREAM SUB-BASINS 
Figure 4.21. Uncertainty bounds for top 100 performing simulations in two upstream sub-basins, and behavioural simulations in two downstream 
sub-basins, in comparison with observed discharge at their downstream gauging station, using a modified model structure with evaporation 
taken from the saturated zone, with ECMWF PET forcing data. 
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Further analysis of the effect of modifying the model structure to incorporate evaporation from the 
saturated zone was carried out by looking more closely at the amount of evaporation that is taken 
from the soil root zone and the saturated zone at every timestep. Figure 4.22 shows this for one 
behavioural parameter set in the same two upstream and two downstream sub-basins. The amount 
of additional evaporation that is taken from the saturated zone varies between the sub-basins, with 
the highest rate occurring in the upstream sub-basins where it is almost doubled. As AET is at almost 
full potential rate during the wet season, no additional evaporation is taken from the saturated 
storage during these timesteps. However, during the dry season, where there is little to no rainfall 
input to the soil root zone, additional evaporation is being taken. Therefore, model performance is 
improved during the low flow periods of the simulations. Figure 4.12C also shows a comparison of 
the simulation with the same parameterisation but from the initial model structure, forced with 
ECMWF input data, for each of the sub-basins. This comparison clearly shows that the inclusion of 
evaporation from the saturated zone has improved overall model performance in the downstream 
sub-basins. In the upstream sub-basins, this comparison shows that there is little change in the 
magnitude of simulated flows using the two model structures, however, the saturated evaporation 
model is able to improve the timing of the peak flows.  
 
Although behavioural simulations, as defined by thresholds of ‘good’ performance (Moriasi et al., 
2007), could only be identified for three sub-basins, it should be noted that model performance in all 
sub-basins has been drastically improved that have been evaluated in study when using the modified 
model structure including saturated zone evaporation. This is summarised by the simulation 
performance scores given in Table 4.13. This indicates the importance of the development of flexible 
model structures, especially at large scales, where a ‘traditional’ fixed model structure would struggle 
to represent the spatial heterogeneities. It also reflects the importance of being able to test different 
hypotheses of hydrological behaviour in large and data sparse catchments where we do not have 


































UPSTREAM SUB-BASINS DOWNSTREAM SUB-BASINS 
Figure 4.22. For one behavioural parameter set from satevap model simulations forced with ECMWF PET data, for three years of the simulation 
period, in two upstream sub-basins and two downstream sub-basins, as defined by their downstream gauging station: A. Mean daily 
precipitation, B. Comparison of input PET, AET from the saturated zone, and AET from the soil root zone, 3. Comparison of simulated flow from 




The ability of model simulations to capture the inter- and intra-annual variability and cycles of the 
observed discharge can be characterised by different properties (Gudmundsson et al., 2012). The 
mean annual value is a measure of the water balance in a catchment and can give insight into the 
long-term water balance. The difference in the highest to the lowest simulated flow value, or the 
amplitude, is a measure of how pronounced the seasonal cycle of model simulations is when 
compared to the observed flow. 
  
Figure 4.23 summaries the ability of the behavioral ensemble in three sub-basins to capture this 
inter-annual and seasonal variability. Simulations in sub-basin 1134100 manage to simulate the 
long-term mean annual cycle of the observed discharge very well, with a median relative bias of 
approximately 0.005. There is also the smallest range in this sub-basin too. However, simulations 
ability to capture the amplitude of the mean annual cycle is not of a similar good performance, and 
sub-basins 1134030 and 1134250 are much better at simulating this. The model’s ability to simulate 
the mean monthly variability of the observed discharge is good for each of the sub-basins. For many 
months, the median of the ensemble of simulations is close to zero, and variation around this median 
is small. The ranges for the months that immediately follow the wet season (i.e. November, 
December and January) are larger in comparison with other months, especially for January in 
1134100 and 1134250. This may be because these particular gauging stations are downstream from 
the two major dams on the Upper Niger river, and river flows are controlled during the dry season, 













Figure 4.23. Evaluation of ‘behavioural’ simulations to capture the annual and monthly seasonal cycle 
of observed flow characterised by: A. relative bias in the mean annual runoff, B. relative difference in 








From the literature discussed in Section 2, and the results that presented in Section 4, the following 
research questions (that were defined in Section 1.4) will now be discussed:  
 
1. Evaluate the performance of DECIPHeR in a large and data scarce model domain, using the 
Upper Niger basin as a case study location.  
2. Investigate the different sources of uncertainty and analyse the impacts that these have on 
the hydrological models performance.   
3. Highlight areas of this new framework where future improvements and developments are 
required for modelling at large scales.  
 
5.1. MODEL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
DECIPHeR has been set up for the Upper Niger basin and run with three different PET input datasets 
to explore uncertainty. 10,000 randomly sampled parameter sets were used for a 21-year simulation 
period, 01/01/1980 – 31/12/2000. Three evaluation metrics, each testing model capability to 
reproduce different aspects of hydrological behaviour, were calculated for simulations at seven 
gauging stations across the basin. Parameterisation and model structure were adjusted and modified 
to incorporate and better represent the processes that are occurring in the catchment. The results 
presented in Section 4 show that with the modified model structure that incorporates evaporation 
being taken from the saturated zone, model performance is significantly improved across the basin. 
However, model performance was ‘good’, determined by threshold values in the performance 
measures, in only four-sub-basins. 
 
The headwater catchments of the Upper Niger are in the humid and tropical climate zone of the 
basin. This region is characterised by large volumes of rainfall during the wet season from March-
August. This is where the Niger gains the majority of its discharge that is then propagated 
downstream. However, sub-basins 1634200 and 1634400 that are in this zone have very low runoff 
coefficients, of 0.21 and 0.12 respectively. It is a common finding in hydrological modelling studies 
that model performance suffers in catchments with low runoff coefficients, and was found in the initial 
set up and evaluation of DECIPHeR in the UK in Coxon et al. (2018). Catchments with low-runoff 
coefficients (i.e. less the 0.2) are often found in regions that are dominated by groundwater 
influences. An investigation into the groundwater properties of the headwater sub-basins was carried 
out. From global maps produced by the British Geological Survey (BGS), it was found that 
groundwater stores in the headwaters of the Niger were described as shallow and local aquifers with 
fractured connectivity, with low recharge potential, and therefore it is assumed that this is not a 




The model structure of DECIPHeR currently maintains mass balance, and therefore does not allow 
water to be lost from the basin. This combined with the model dynamics may also be a reason for 
why model performance is poorer in the headwater catchments in comparison with the downstream, 
drier sub-basins. In these parts of the Upper Niger Basin, daily precipitation estimates are far greater 
than that of PET. Therefore, there is a much greater volume of input rainfall on the daily timestep in 
the tropical wet headwaters than can be removed by evaporation, even when being taken at the full 
potential rate. This is still the case when evaporation from the saturated zone was included in the 
model, as daily PET inputs during the wet season and where peak flows occur were relatively too 
low, and therefore could not reduce runoff enough to accurately simulate observed discharge. 
 
5.2. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS  
5.2.1. MODEL STRUCTURAL UNCERTAINTY 
From the results presented in Section 4, it is clear that by changing the model structure for the Upper 
Niger basin, model performance has been improved when evaluated using the metrics in this study 
in all sub-basins. However, it is only for sub-basins 1134030, 1134100, 1134300, and 1134250 
where ‘good’ model performance can be achieved. Sub-basins 1634200 and 1634400 are the natural 
headwater catchments for the Upper Niger basin (i.e. minimal impacts from anthropogenic 
influences), and therefore it is surprising that good model performance has not been able to be 
achieved in these catchments. A common finding in hydrological modelling studies is that better 
performance is found in wetter catchments, and generally poorer performance is found in dry 
catchments (Gosling and Arnell, 2011; Newman et al., 2015; McMillian et al., 2016). However, the 
opposite has occurred here in this study, where the dryer downstream catchments have achieved 
much higher model performance. There is a clear seasonal water balance issue in the headwater 
catchments. This is caused by a combination of the discrepancies and errors in the input data, and 
a lack of knowledge of the catchment functioning to inform our decisions of how best to represent 
the processes basin with the model structure. This result may also be because of the complex 
topography that is found in the headwater catchments, as they are in the Guinea Highlands, and 
there is relatively little topographic change for much of the Upper Niger basin once the river channel 
leaves Guinea and flows through Mali. There is only approximately 60m of elevation change between 
gauging station 1134030 and 1134250, which are around 700km apart. However, this would require 
further investigation of the effect of the representation of topographic complexity in these sub-basins 
on the simulations of river flows.  
 
In many previous hydrological modelling studies in the Upper Niger basin authors have concluded 
that the reason for overpredicition of simulated discharge is due to an underestimation in, or a 
misrepresentation of, evaporation (Dezetter et al., 2008; Dadson et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2017; 
Andersson et al., 2017a). Andersson et al. (2017a,b) and Thompson et al. (2016, 2017) found that 
by changing the hydrological model structure used, model simulations performance could be 
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improved. In Andersson et al. (2017a), the HYPE model concept (Hydrological Predictions for the 
Environment, originally developed for use in Sweden) was applied to the Niger Basin. The results of 
the study showed that the model was able to capture the annual cycle of the river flows, but it was 
unable to simulate the magnitudes, gaining an average NSE score of -1 across the 56 sub-basins. 
Evaporation was one of the processes that was identified as needing an improved description in the 
model code to be able to improve the simulations produced. The Hargreaves method of estimating 
PET was implemented in the new version of the model for the Niger, as this this was found by Oudin 
et al. (2005) to be more suitable in dry catchments where evaporation is dominant in the water 
balance. With the process refinements in the Niger-HYPE 2.0 model, performance was found to be 
significantly better, with an average NSE score of 0.4 across the basin. In Thompson et al. (2016, 
2017) a semi-distributed hydrological model of the Upper Niger was used to investigate the effect of 
climate change projections on future river flows. In this study an out of bank flood inundation element 
was added to represent the influences of the Inner Niger delta on river discharges in the basin. The 
model also incorporated modules to represent the two large dams on the Upper Niger, the Selingue 
Dam and the Markala Barrage, and this was based on previous analysis of the river flow data by 
Zwarts et al. (2005). There were eleven sub-basins in this study’s domain, and when evaluated with 
NSE, river discharge simulations were classified as ‘excellent’ for the calibration period, and ‘very 
good’ during the evaluation period. These studies indicate that in order to successfully apply 
hydrological models in the Upper Niger basin, processes that are represented need refinement. 
 
5.2.2. INPUT DATA ERRORS AND UNCERTAINTY 
POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION DATA 
This study has highlighted the large uncertainty in global evapotranspiration (ET) datasets. ET is one 
of the most important fluxes in the hydrological cycle, and therefore accurate representations are 
crucial for making predictions of streamflow in catchments. Generally, ET has been the most difficult 
meteorological aspect of the water balance to estimate (Lettenmaier and Famigletti, 2006). The 
uncertainty and inconsistencies between remote-sensing driven global products is due to the 
combination of input datasets that are used to estimate global ET using algorithms (e.g. Priestly-
Taylor, Pennman-Monteith, etc). These data include net radiation, meteorology (e.g. water vapour 
pressure, air temperate, and wind speeds), and vegetation (e.g. land cover, soil type, soil moisture 
content) (Fisher et al., 2008; Mu et al., 2007; 2011). Also, direct ground measurements of ET are not 
possible on such large scales, and are only available in small regions using methods such as flux 
tower, but these are limited to a small number of sites mostly in developed countries (Miralles et al., 
2016). This makes evaluation of global PET datasets outside of North America and Europe extremely 
difficult (Trambauer et al., 2014). 
 
Due to the uncertainty and inconsistencies in PET input data, it is common in hydrological modelling 
studies for this process to be simplified in catchments, for example assuming that PET is the same 
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in each month every year (Samain and Pauwels, 2013). There is debate in the literature about how 
best to represent PET in hydrological models in order to make accurate predictions of discharge. For 
example, Oudin et al. (2005) used four hydrological models in 308 catchments in France, Australia 
and the United States that covered a large range of climatic properties, and concluded that daily 
observations of PET are not necessary for streamflow simulation accuracy. A similar result was 
found by Dezetter et al. (2008). Their objective was to assess whether there is a single data-model 
combination that can be used in West Africa for the simulation of rainfall-runoff. Three PET input 
grids were used, but the two hydrological models used in the study (GR2M and Water Balance 
Model) were found to not be sensitive to these. The results found in this study, however, contrast 
with this finding. Here, it was found that using three spatially varying global PET datasets drastically 
changed model performance. The PET grids used by Dezetter et al. (2008) were all derived from the 
Penman formula, and used monthly estimates with spatial resolution 0.5°x0.5°. The differences 
between each of the grids was found to be around 10%. However, the PET datasets used here in 
this study have been derived from different algorithms and equations, provide daily estimates, and 
the discrepancies between (and within) each of the products has been shown to be large.  
 
RAINFALL DATA 
Despite the clear uncertainty that is inherent in these large global datasets, only one rainfall dataset 
was used in this study. MSWEP global precipitation data has been evaluated in the literature 
(Dembele and Zwart, 2016; Beck et al., 2017; Shalou et al., 2017) and has been applied in 
hydrological modelling studies in data sparse catchments (Alijanian et al., 2017; Nair and Indu, 2017; 
Shalou et al., 2017), where simulations have obtained good performance. Also, estimates in the 
dataset are similar to those that are reported in the literature, which are based on both gauge 
measurements and from other satellite based observations of precipitation (e.g. Zwarts et al., 2005; 
Zwarts, 2011; Thompson et al., 2017). However, there are inevitably large errors and uncertainty in 
a gridded rainfall dataset. Precipitation patterns have an ‘intrinsic irregularity’ (Molini et al., 2001) 
which makes it difficult to measure the real time and space evolution of precipitation fields. Therefore, 
accounting for this spatial and temporal variability in a gridded global dataset is extremely difficult. 
The accurate representation of rainfall is needed in hydrological modelling in order to produce the 
most physically realistic simulations (Beven, 2004). The impacts of rainfall errors on predicted flow 
has been widely discussed in the literature (e.g. Sun et al., 2008; Bardossy and Das, 2008; Moulin 
et al., 2009; McMillian et al., 2011). As mentioned above, the resolution of the input rainfall data is 
relatively coarse, at approximately 10km2, and therefore this is likely underpredicting much of the 
spatial heterogeneity across the basin. 
 
DISCHARGE DATA 
Another major source of uncertainty when evaluating the performance of hydrological models in the 
discharge observational data. This is often the only data available to calibrate and validate 
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hydrological models at the catchment scale (Chang et al., 2017), however it is recognised as one of 
the key sources of error in modelling studies (Dottori et al., 2009; Westerberg et al., 2011; McMillan 
et al., 2012; Coxon et al., 2015). The discharge data used for model evaluation in this study was 
taken from the GRDC. The quality of the discharge data in Western Africa in this database has been 
declining since the 1980s when many hydrometric stations were closed and reduced to a minimum 
(Nkamdjou and Bedimo, 2008). The data that is available is incomplete and of questionable quality. 
This is likely affecting the ability to evaluate model performance, as this is the only reference to the 
hydrological behaviour in the Upper Niger basin. The densest network of gauging data occurred in 
the 1950/60s, but as there was no global precipitation and PET datasets that overlapped with this 
period, thus, it was not used as part of the simulation period for this model evaluation study. 
 
5.3. STUDY LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE MODEL DEVELOPMENTS 
PROCESS REPRESENTATION AND REFINEMENT 
One of the main limitations of this study is that the saturated zone evaporation model structure was 
implemented across the whole basin. There has been no experimentation of using different model 
structures in different parts of the landscape in this study, and it is recognised that this likely to be of 
importance in a basin as large as the Upper Niger, with such varying hydro-climatic conditions. At 
the downstream region of the model domain is the Inner Niger Delta. This is a seasonal floodplain 
that can be as large as 40,000km2 during a high flood year. This is a large amount of water to be on 
the surface of the basin and reduced the discharge between its upstream and downstream gauge 
by approximately 20% (Schuol and Abbaspour, 2006). Therefore, a flood inundation module could 
be added to this part of the basin in future improvements to this model set-up. An area-discharge 
relationship between the discharge entering the upstream boundary of the sub-basin and the flood 
extent on the land surface could be calculated and implemented in future model structural changes 
in the DECIPHeR Niger model. 
 
As mentioned above, the headwater sub-basins in this model domain have more complex 
topography than the downstream catchments. In future refinements to the DECIPHeR Niger model, 
experimentation of the spatial complexity in these sub-basins could be investigated. For example, 
during the DTA when hydrologic similarity is defined in order to classify the HRUs, additional classes 
of accumulated area and slope could be added in parts of the landscape where there is more 
complex topographic features, such as the Guinean Highlands located in the headwaters of the 
Upper Niger. This would result in more HRUs being defined in this part of the landscape, and this 
may lead to a better representation of the rainfall-runoff relationship locally to these areas. 
 
ANTHROPOGENIC INFLUENCES 
Human impacts have a profound impact on river discharges and water related hazards, such as 
flooding and droughts (Padowski et al., 2015; van Loon et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017), and there have 
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been research efforts to parameterise human activity in hydrological models (Bierkens, 2015; 
Pokhrel et al., 2016). These parameterisations aim to include representation of dams and reservoirs, 
and changes in land use, land cover, and land management (Voisin et al., 2013; Pokhrel et al., 2016; 
Wada et al., 2016, 2017). However, there are large differences in simulated discharge using models 
which have incorporated human influence parameterisations, due to the errors and uncertainty in 
the data used in the calibration of these parameters, etc (Duan et al., 2006; Doll et al., 2016).  
 
Human activity and impacts on the Niger River are varied across the basin. Annual discharges have 
been decreasing in the Niger River in the last few decades (Zwarts, 2011), and this has been 
accounted for by changes in rainfall in the basin. However, Ferry et al. (2011) says it is likely to be a 
combination of many factors including impacts of large dams, and usually assumed negligible, small-
scale water abstractions. There are many small-scale abstractions and diversions from the river for 
irrigation and agricultural used. However, there is a lack of data for these small schemes, and 
therefore incorporating them into the model structure is difficult. There are also two large dams in 
the Upper Niger basin that were in operation during the simulation time period used in this study, the 
Selingue Dam and the Markala barrage. The Selingue dam is used for storing water for 
hydroelectricity power production and irrigation schemes. Zwarts (2011) suggests that this dam has 
a large effect on the hydrology of the Niger. The reservoir created by the dam leads to a water loss 
from evaporation in the region. It also effects the seasonal river discharges. A comparison of the 
inflow to the reservoir before the dam, which represent natural river flow, and the outflow that is 
controlled, shows that the discharge is reduced by 61% in august and 36% in September (Zwarts et 
al., 2005).  The Markala barrage is used for irrigation managed by Office du Niger. Water abstraction 
and diversions from the Niger for this project were at the same level between 1988 and 2009 (Zwarts, 
2011). This affected flow depending on whether it was a high or a low river flow year. In high flow 
years, only 7% of the discharge was diverted, however this increased to 16% in low flow years 
(Zwarts et al., 2005). 
 
It is clear that these abstractions and diversions in the Upper Niger basin have a profound effect on 
the discharge, and with the current model formulation this is not being accounted for. In future 
improvement and developments of the DECIPHeR Niger model, these human impacts need to be 
accounted for in the structure. Due to the flexibility of the modelling framework used by DECIPHeR, 
changes to the model structure can be made in different parts of the model domain, and therefore 
these processes could be added locally to where the effects are occurring. However, implementing 






6.1. AIMS OF DISSERTATION 
This modelling study had three core aims and research questions.  
 
1. Evaluate the performance of a new flexible modelling framework, DECIPHeR, in a large 
and data scarce model domain, using the Upper Niger basin as a case study. 
 
DECIPHeR (Dynamic fluxEs and ConnectIvity for Predictions of HydRology, Coxon et al., 2018) is a 
new flexible hydrological modelling framework for uncertain flow simulation and prediction at 
catchment to continental scales. The model can be modified and adapted to suit specific hydrological 
settings and available data for the region of interest. DECIPHeR has so far only been applied to the 
UK, as an initial demonstration of use in a large-scale application and benchmark for model 
performance. A single simple model structure was used across the model domain. However, the UK 
is a well gauged, data rich location, and therefore further model evaluation studies are required, 
particularly in large and data scarce locations. Therefore, in this study, DECIPHeR has been applied 
in the Upper Niger basin. This was chosen as an appropriate study site for a number of reasons: 1) 
There are very few ground observations of catchment functioning to inform model structural choices, 
2) the data that is used is from open-source global products, and this study provides an evaluation 
of these datasets in hydrological modelling, and 3) there is a strong gradient in hydroclimatic 
variability from the upstream headwaters to the downstream outlet, which provides a test of the 
rainfall-runoff model’s capacity to represent these different dynamics. 
 
The initial model structure described in Coxon et al. (2018) was applied across the Upper Niger basin 
as a benchmark of model performance. When evaluated with three performance metrics (NSE, 
PBIAS and LFVBIAS), simulations were poor in all sub-basins, with a significant overestimation of 
peak flow magnitudes, resulting from a combination of input data errors, and structural insufficiency. 
It was concluded from these initial results that some key processes were not being represented with 
this model set-up. An investigation of the groundwater influence in the basin was carried out, to 
assess whether this was a dominant controlling factor in the Upper Niger. Aquifers in the region are 
described as shallow and local with fractured connectivity with low recharge potential by the British 
Geological Survey (BGS), and therefore is not a dominant characteristic in this basin. 
 
In previous studies in the Upper Niger basin, it has been found that evaporation is a dominant 
process occurring, and where it’s representation within the model structure is modified, model 
simulations are significantly improved (Thompson et al., 2016, 2017; Andersson et al., 2017a,b). 
Therefore, the rainfall-runoff model structure in DECIPHeR was modified to change the 
representation of evaporation for the Upper Niger basin. A saturated zone evaporation module was 
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added to the model code. This was model structure was then applied across the model domain, and 
model performance was significantly improved in all sub-basins. It was with this model structure that 
when all three evaluation criteria were combined, behavioural simulations could be identified, as 
defined by thresholds in each of the performance metrics. 
 
 
2. Investigate the different sources of uncertainty and analyse the impacts that these have 
on the hydrological model’s performance.  
 
There are three major sources of uncertainty in hydrological modelling studies – input and output 
data, parametric and structural. Each of these sources has been investigated in this study and model 
simulations have shown to have different levels of sensitivity to these uncertainties. 
 
The input data that was available for the Upper Niger basin was taken from open-source global 
datasets. One rainfall product (MSWEP) and three PET products (GLEAM, ECMWF, estimates 
based on relationship between temperature and latitude) were used, each with 0.5°x0.5° resolution. 
Only one rainfall product was used as the estimates in this dataset agreed well with what is reported 
in the literature. However, three different PET products were used as there were large 
inconsistencies between each of the PET datasets. This is expected due to the many available 
methods of estimating PET, and the different input data requirements of these algorithms. Simulated 
flow was found to be very sensitive to the errors in these PET datasets, with significant gains for all 
performance metrics when the model was forced with ECMWF PET. This highlights the importance 
of evaluating different global datasets when used for hydrological modelling, as they can have a 
profound effect on results.  
 
To explore parametric uncertainty, model simulations were run within a Monte Carlo framework, 
where 10,000 sets were randomly sampled for each parameter between a user defined lower and 
upper boundary, which have an assumed uniform distribution. For initial model simulations, 
parameter bounds were set as the same as those that are used in the application of DECIPHeR in 
the UK (Coxon et al., 2018), as these were set to be wide to cover a large range of hydro-climatic 
conditions in a national application. After evaluation of these initial results, the upper boundary for 
parameter SRmax was then increased. This was in response to model simulations overestimating 
flow magnitudes in all sub-basins in the model domain. SRmax is the parameter that controls the 
soil root zone, which is where evaporation is taken directly from, and is the only way water can be 
lost from the system using the initial model structure described in Coxon et al. (2018). By doing this, 




To investigate structural uncertainty, the model structure used in Coxon et al. (2018) was used as a 
benchmark for model performance. This structure was then modified to include an additional module, 
where any residual evaporative demand that was not met by the soil root zone could be taken from 
the saturated zone and then implemented across the whole model domain. By including this new 
module to the rainfall-runoff model performance was significantly improved. This highlights the 
importance of hypothesis testing in hydrological modelling studies of large and data scarce river 




3. Highlight areas of this new framework where future improvements and developments are 
required for modelling at large scales.  
 
This evaluation study of DECIPHeR has showed this framework’s ability to be successfully set up 
and run in large and data scarce river basins. However, ‘good’ model performance and behavioural 
simulations could only be identified in four of the seven sub-basins. This indicates that there are still 
parts of the basin that are controlled by some dominant hydrological features that have not been 
represented either by the original model structure applied in the initial benchmark simulations or in 
the modified structure that includes evaporation from the saturated zone. An example of one of these 
features is the Inner Niger Delta. This is a large seasonal inland floodplain, which can be as large as 
40,000km2. This delta increases evaporation locally due to the large volume of open water on the 
earth’s surface. It is reported to reduce the discharge from its upstream gauge to its downstream 
gauge by around 20-30%. This is currently not being represented in the model, and in an improved 
future DECIPHeR Niger model, a seasonal flood inundation module could be added to this part of 
the landscape to account for this. This could then be transferred to other model set ups in other river 
basins that also have hydrological features similar to this delta. 
 
6.2. FUTURE MODEL IMPROVEMENTS AND DEVELOPMENT 
There are a number of limitations associated with this investigation. Firstly, only one model structural 
change was made for the Upper Niger basin, and this was applied homogenously across the domain. 
As has been discussed throughout this dissertation, there are large differences in the dominant 
hydrological processes occurring across the basin, and it is likely that one structure implemented 
across the whole domain can account for these large differences. In future improvements to the 
DECIPHeR Niger model, experimentation and hypotheses testing of catchment functioning 
represented with the model structure is needed. The parameters used in this study were also applied 
homogenously across the whole model domain. Although upper boundaries for parameter SRmax 
were increased to allow for more evaporation to be directly taken from the soil root zone, there was 
no experimentation of the impacts that the parameters have on simulation river flows in the Upper 
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Niger basin. Ongoing work in the development of the DECIPHeR framework aims to implement the 
multiscale parameter regionalisation (MPR) technique, which is a method of linking model 
parameters to geophysical catchment characteristics through transfer functions applied at the finest 
possible resolution (Samaniego et al., 2010), i.e. HRUs defined as the size of one grid cell. The 
coefficients of the transfer functions are then calibrated, and the parameters are upscaled to produce 
spatially consistent fields of model parameters for any spatial resolution across an entire model 
domain. The purpose of this is to produce parameter values that are not dependent on scale, and 
can be applied in catchments where physical properties can be derived, but the functioning of the 
catchment is unknown.  
 
Another limitation that is identified in this study is that, although the uncertainty associated with input 
data errors was explored, only one rainfall product and three PET products were used. This is a 
small sample, and additional global data products would need to be used as input data to investigate 
the impact that input data uncertainty has on model simulations more thoroughly. The large 
differences between the three different PET datasets used in this study highlights the large 
uncertainty that is inherent in global data products. These datasets are the only source of 
hydrological input data in many of the world’s river basins, and so a rigorous evaluation of their 
influence on model simulations is needed in order to produce robust predictions of flow in large-scale 
modelling studies. Also, in this study, only spatially varying climatic inputs and topographic data were 
used to define similarity within the landscape from which HRUs were then classified. DECIPHeR 
gives the user the option of including addition datasets that can be used to discretise the model 
domain, such as soil types, geology, land use and land cover, etc. However, these datasets are often 
not available for many of the world’s large river basins. This limits the framework’s ability to group 
together areas in the landscape that have similar characteristics, and therefore limits the level of 
complexity of the hydrological processes that are represented in the model structure.  
 
6.3. CONCLUDING REMARKS  
This study has shown the capacity of DECIPHeR to be applied in large and data scarce domains. 
Although simulations in only four of the seven sub-basins were able to achieve ‘good’ performance 
when evaluated with three metrics, predictions of flow were improved significantly in all sub-basins 
when the parameterisation and model structure were adjusted to better represent the Upper Niger. 
This is the first application of DECIPHeR outside of the UK – a data rich and well gauged location – 
and this study has proved that this flexible modelling framework is a good tool for testing different 
hypotheses of basin functioning where data is not available to inform decisions. However, additional 
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